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DAILY REGISTER.

PADUCAH. KY.. SATURDAY MORNING. JUNE 1. 1907.

VOL. XXIV. NUMBER 26

ROOSEVELT IN EDUCATORS HELD PUBLIC MEETING 'CUPID WORKING LARGE JUDGMENT GIVEN
IN THE FORGESON CASE
MICHIGAN # A CONFEREE BY CARPENTERS14
OVERTIME
CHIEF EXECUTIVE IN LANFIVE OUTSIDERS HERE YES- AOUT FOUR HUNDRED PEO- MISS ADA SEXTON AND MR.
SING FOR STATE COLTERDAY TO MEET SUPT.
PLE AT COURTHOUSE ,
HARRY D. PERKINS MARLEGE AFFAIR.
.,
LAST NIGHT.
BILLINGTON.
RY TOMORROW.
•
Students, Faculty and Citizens Give
Professor Payne Presented With fa
•President Enthusiastic RecepF,ne Seal Ring by His Stution Upon Arrival.
dents Yesterday.

-.Mrs. Mae Robinson, Formerly Miss
ABLE ADDRESS MADE
Mae Bamberger of Paducah,
Marries Today at St Paul
IN PRESENTING MATTER

R. VI FERGUSON GOT JUDGMENT
FOR $x,669.41 AGAINST MAC
FERGUSON!, AND Q. D VAUGHAN GIVEN
JUDGMANT FOR
$1,575 AGAINST R. V. FERGUSON —
MANY BILLS OF EVIDENCE LODGED YESTERD AY IN
APPEALED CASES—ROSCOE REED NAMED TRUSTEE OF
WM. CHAMBERS CASE-DIFFERENT COURTS.

R. V. Ferguson, executrix of Z. A. amounts to
$170, and after the costs
Ferguson yesterday in --the circuit of the case
are paid, and he allowed
Lansing. Itch., May v.—For the
court got judgment for $1,669.41 his
Five educators of the First Con- J. W. ADAMS OF ST. LOUIS, J. D.
exemptions, nothing will be left
• first time in many year's the capital
against
Mac
0.
District
gressional
Ferguson as individ- for the creditors.
Educational assoMiss Ada Sexton of Iuka and Mr.
WOOD OF CENTRAL CITY,
. ...city of Michigan today entertained
and spent the day conferring with
Harry D. Perkins of Grand Rivers ual, and also as adiminstrator of the
W. W. Moody and son of New
AND OTHERS.
the chief executive of the nation.
estate of Inez Ferguson. The judg- York
Superintendent Samuel Billington, of
will
be
married
at
2:30
o'clock
toyesterday amended their sevarRoosevelt
Presidem Theodore
the public schools of, this county,
morrow afternoon at the home of ment was for a balance due upon a eral thousand dollar claim againsct
rived ,in the city Cilia morning over who
is president of the First Conthe bride, the ceremonies being per- several thousand dollar barrow Mac the E. Rehkopf Saddlery,
the Lake Shore railroad. He found gressional
company,
Speakers Stated That the Union Car- formed
District
Educational
assoby Rev. Reuben Marshall in D. Ferguson and Inez Ferguson and the referee will hear evidence
Lansing awa:ting his arrival in gala
penters Would Never Submit to
made
front
R.
V:
ciation. The object of the gathertng
Ferguson,
the
etc.,
ten
presence
of many friends. The
o nthis next week.
attire. Flags were flying from every
"Open Shop" Policy.
is to thoroughly organize this district
happy pair then go to Grand Rivers years ago. In order to pay off the
Referee Bagby today goes to Murstaff in the downtown section, and in
judgment the judge ordered Master ray to hold
order to work with the State Eduto make their home.
the creditors' first meetthe city was bright with bunting.
cational association along the differQuite handsome and accomplished Commissioner Cecil Reed to sell two ing in the case where James Lovett
The object of the president's visit ent lines
pieces
of
property belonging to Mac filed a petition in
looking to betterment of
The members of Carpenter's Un- is the bride, she is a girl of culture,
bankruptcy. The
was to attend the semi-centennial educational
conditions in general ion No seep of this city who are out and the daughter of Mr. D.A. Sex- D. Ferguson, one being the residence trustee will be named by those
celebration at the Michigan Agriculholdon
North
Sixth
throughout
between Harrison ing claims against Lovett.
the
commonwealth. on a strike for a wage advance of two ton, the ruica merchant.
tural college, but before proceeding
and
Clay
streets.
In
this
suit
Those here yesterday were Professor and one-half cents per hour over the
Q.
D.
Mr.
Perkins
is the young business
Mrs. Byrns Clark, who runs the
to the college he was received at the W.
D.
scale of 1906, amounting to 37 T-2 man of Grand Rivers, and the son Vaughan was given judgment for Clark hoted at Ssnithland, filed a
state capitol by Governor Warner fessor Dodd of Graves county; PropeL L. ..Langston of Calloway centa an hour, as against 35 cents of Mr. Henry Perkins, the merchant. $1,575 against R. V. Ferguson, and tition in bankruptcy yesterday,
giving
and the members of the state legiscounty; Miss Niannie Catlett of Cald- last year, hekl a mass meeting at the The groom is a thriving and reliable the court ordered that the Vaughan $1,018 liabilities. C. C. Lee
of Palature. Crowds lined the streets on,
well county; Professor John Paris courthouse last night, to state their young fellow of sterling qualities and judgment be paid out of the proceeds ducah is the on'y local creditor,
the way to the capitol, anxious for ee
his
of
the
sale.
9f
the
of Crittenden county; Professor G. c'airns to the public.
D.
Mac
Ferguson
has
many Paducah friends.
bill being $19.
view of the chief magistrate, and his M.
property,
anki the amount credited
Wells of Cadiz, Ky., all being
About goo persons, including many
Mrs. James Presneli, wife of the
appearance always was the sgnal for
superintendents of the public schools business ellen, and quite a number of merchant's policeman, will attend the to the judgment R. V. Ferguson got
Given :sixty Days.
an enthusiastic outburst of cheers.
of their respective counties with ex- ladies assembled to hear the statement wedding, she being an aunt of the against Mac D. Ferguson.
Fred Kartee, who yesterday was
The president was enthusiastically
The bill of evidence and exception held
ception of Professor Wells who is of the ease from the representatives groom.
over by the police court judge
greeted at the college by the students
was filed in the suit of Max B. Nahm to the
connected
with
the
schools
city
union.
of
the
of
grand jury, was relieved of
and faculty. A number of dTstin, Cadiz.
and
Joe L. Friedman gainst William waiting for
President l(fosely, of the Central
Marries at St. Paul.
the jury by Judge Lightguished educators were on hand,
The state organization wants to Labor Union, acted as chairman of • Mrs. Mae 'Robinson and Mr. Char- Katterjohn. Nahm and Friedman foot trying him in the afternoon in
among,them President Angell of the
several
thousand
dollar loan Mac the quarterly court.
Kartce conUniversity of Michigan, President get certain legislation through the the meeting and introduced the les G. Naylor of Minneapolis, Minn., and while The Register occupied
the fessed to stealing the bushel of ongeneral assembly during the next speakers . the firss of whom was today leave that city and go to St.
Benjamin Ide Wheeler of the Unihouse,
the
owners
had
Contractor ious from the H. E. Hall commission
session at Frankfort, while improve- President Roy Morgan, of thil local Paul, not far distant, to be united in
versity of California, President Hen- ment
of conditions in general are in- union, followed by J. W. Adams of marriage, the couple going to the William Katterjohn to put a second house of South Second street, and
ry C. White of the Georgia Agricul- tended
and can latr bettered as advo- St. Louis, a general organizer of the nearby place in order to have a quiet story to the building. In doing so was given a sentence of sixty days
tural Collsge, and President Edmund cated
nuptials, followed by their return to Katterjohn tore off the roof, and in the county jail.
by
each congressional district Carpenter's organization.
J. James of the University of Illi- organizing
rain damaged the plant of The Regto-comlaine with the state
Property on the South Side of
Mr. Adams made a clear concise Minneapolis to reside.
nois.
ister, which brought suit • against Jefferson
body.
Thsi
bride
is
a
statement
the
former
attitude
men
of
of
the
street was sold by W. A.
Paducah
President Snyder of the agricultulady wet known to all, being the Friedman and Nahm, getting judg- Hogan to 5, B. Richardson for $300
on
strike.
saying
every
opportunity
president
ral college entertained the
Presented With Ring.,
had been given the contractors to daughter of Mr. J .Bamberger, the ment for something like $2,000. and the deed filed with the count)
at luncheon. After delivering his adProfessor
the
E.
Payne
of
high
G
make a statement, but that they had shoemaker of taae South Sixth street. Nahm and Friedisan then sued Kat- clerk.
dress before the graduating class thc school,
was yesterday presented refused even to discuee anything but She is a strikingly beautiful, modest terjohn on the ground that he was
Thomas J. Stroud and wife of Los
president was shown about the with a
fine seal ring by the students the so-called "open shop," which he and refined_ young widow and was responsible. Nahm and Friedman Angeles, Cal., transferred to Henry
grounds and buildlngs of the college.
of his department as a token of their said would never be accepted.
He quite active in church and social won from Ktterjohn, who now files J. Theobald for $300 property on
He departed for Washington late in
love and esteem. He accepted with stated the men %you'd stand out for circles while residing here. For the the bills in preparing .to take the Madison street i Fountain Park adthe afternoon.
a graceful speech that was in the na- the desired increase, this concluding past two years she has been making litigation to the appelate bench at dition.
ture of a farewell address, as he statement being heartily applauded ; her home with relatives in Chicago Frankfort.
An agreed judgment for $250 in
and Minneapolis.
leaves next week and goes to Europe. by the Carpenters present.
Mis• Naylor is one of the well favor of Dr. J. W. Pendley vvas enCourty Attorney Alben Barkley
tered up in the suit the physician
was the next speaker, and said he be- kncpwn young business men of Minlieved, in view of existing conditions neapolis, being engaged in the inter- rought for his daughter, Floe Pendley against the Illinois Central railand the increased cost of living, that ior decorating business and takes unroad
and Paducah Traction company.
to
himself a most charming Kentucky
the demand of the men were just;
Floy Pendley was aboard a street car
that they should receive sufficient girl for his future life mate.
that was struck by '2 train at Elev--la—
wages to support their families; and
enth
and Broadway. She was injured
Great Artist Coming.
that he hoped they would win He
and sued for $t,one damges, but got
This
morning
Emile
Leibling,
the
SUPERINTENDENT OF THE
complimented the men upon their
MANY OF THEM SEEM TO
noted musician of Chicago of Chi- $100. The a ppellate court reversed
conduct of the strike
MASONIC WIDOW'S AND
own
the
building
to
at
SUFFER FROM "DROP"
Broadway,
J. D. Wood. of Central City, Presi- cpgo, arrives froir that city and ap- railroad
ORPHANS' HOME SUCand car line compromised
HABIT.
MR. AND MRS. RV WARE LOST dent of the State Federation of Labor, pears this evening at The Kentucky Icy, against
CUMBS.
Illinois
the
Central
rail'then addressed the gathering, discuss- under direction of the Crescendo
THEIR LITTLE BOY
W.
I..... Thompson was given judgspend this morning
ing the labor question in every phase. club. He
YESTERDAY.
ment for $15865 against Joe Smith.
Lieutenant Thomas Potter Back at
concluding by saying the eventual re- at Miss Virginia Newell's studio on
The suit of the C. L. Greeno com- Formerly in Politics, He Became One
His Desk Last Night--Busiatilt of the warfare beteween organ- North Seventh street, where this af- pany against
of Bea Knee u Keats*?
W. D. Cline was conternoon an informal reception will be
nese With Police.
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Seers ized capital and organized labor
Masons.
eslidated with that of Qtagley &
On accntint of many of the policetendered
him.
you'd
be that the laboring men
Died at Home on South Third
Mocquot
Cline,
the
vs.
latter
being
Tonight the playhouse wil be packwould take the reale of government
Street—John Wilson Died
transferred from al magisterial
and would do so at the ballot box. ed with hundreds of people to wit- court of
at the Poor Farm.
Just'ce Charles Emery.
Louisville, Ky., Mey 31.—High ofhis
playing
ness
and
enjoy the elabair Woods' speech was well remen suffeing from "dropsy" and
Judge Reed then gave Quigley and ficers of the Masons from every pororate
program
that
has
been
arceived.
• dropping into the first chair they
Mocquot judgment far $36.80 against tion. of the State will assemble with
H. L. Conk. of Citvcinnati. general ranged.
run across out on their beats. Chitf
Cline.
every lodge in Louisville in the newly
The two-weeks-old boy of Mr and !organizer of the Carpenters, spoke
coffins has issued orders to every
The bill of evidence and exceptions dedicated chapel at the Masonic
Mrs.
Mill
Ware,
Ev
Maxon's
of
the
Evening
Dancing.
at
of
the absolute weceitsieS, of increased
man to "keep a-moving" in making
section of the county, died of stom- wages, and tbt benefits derived
A' crowd of young society folks was-lodged in the suit of Lacey Hall Widows' and Orphans' Home at 3
his territory, and not get to familfrom
yesterday
ach
buried
trouble
was
enjoyed
and
a charming dance last even- against the Paducah Furniture. Manu- o'clock Sunday afternoon when. Grand
unionism. Hie speech also evoked
iar with the "sit-down' habit
factmring company. ma was injure, Meader & X. Vlach. of Clirligt. KY-9
cemetery.
He
family
ing
afternoon
Wallace
the
park.
at
at
itch applause.
prevails especially
habit
This
while working' around a groove-saw will conduct the funeral of Issac A.
REV. P
taiebeg the night officers, who go in was a bright child and quite a loss to
Fields concluded the
at the furniture factory, and sued for Kelley, for eleven years superintendwell
parents.
its
Mr.
the
Ware
is
MURDER
TRUNK
IS UNSOLVED
speaking with a brief talk in which
some place and sit for an hour or
its.000 (lamages, but got nothing./le ent of the Masonic Widows' and Orhe said he was the friend of the
two, their beats going unprotected. known tobacconist of that vicinity.
now appeals.
plume' Home, Who died yesterday
Police
York
New
Cable
to European
sweating man, and wished the CarSergeant Gourieux has been instructA similar document was lo s tr.in shortly after noon. The interment
the
RoY,
s-/ear-old
Mr.
of
and
?.on
Cities
Aid.
for
penter,
around
Poetess
ed to lay oft any found sitting
in their efforts to
the litigation of Mande DC,taser will be in Cave Hill cemetery.
not attending to his duties. The pro- Mrs. Edward Sears of South Third better their conditions.
Poo. Thl appellate court reversed
Bright's disease caused Mr. Kelly's
funeral
yesterday.
street
died
The
New York, May 31 —Father Kasper
Both Mr. Adams and Mr. Cook exprietors of many stores over the city
company. She .claimed $2.000 due death after many days of suffering.
arrangements
have
not
been
yet
the
priest
Armenian
murwas
who
pressed
themselves as confident of
give the night officers keys to the
;som. the company on a policy held He was first srieken wih a cornplidered in a west side tenement last in.the concern
securing a settlement of the strike.
stores so the policemen can enter made.
during life by her late caion ofsdiseases several/ eeks ago,
Wiedneedey and whose body, jammed husband,
and report over the telephone every
Louis 10thaser. The.com- but his condition coatinu/
1
4
.to grow
Sanitariutn.
Died
at
in
a
found
Sunday, will be pany contended only a few .hundred
trunk, was
TO STOP TRAINS FOR DAVIS
hour to headquarters. The comfortworse when his physicians discovered
Wilson,
years,
John
D.
aged
70
Sundday
buried
Armenian
from
the
chairs
enticing
have proven too
able
dollars were due her. She lost her symptoms of Bright's disease. In
for the patrolmen so says the chief, died yesterday at the county poor Seaboard Air Line Willing to Honor Apostolic church in West Hoboken. suit, and now takes it higher.
spite of his serious condition he relingered
for math(
Thus far no clew to the whereConfederate.Leader.
ode getting a three days' lay-off re- farm where he had
Judge Reed decided to try during fused to consider it gravely until his
months',
consumption.
with
Thirty
abouts
the
of
priest's
suspected
murcently for getting caught asleep by
vacation the following suits: Crouch
years ago he drifted into this county
Norfolk, Va., May 31.--At the of- derers has been, found The possibi- vs. Smith; Rudolph W. Virlitzer vs. wife and children, together with his
Sergeant Goucieux.
physicians, insisted upon him taking
The officers working from mid- and was given work by Mr. Jerry fice of President Garrett of the Sea- lity -that they fled to Europe led the L. A. Lagonversino; City of Paducah his bed. Death came
at the Home
Hall,
the
section
farmer
Cecil
of
the
cletecties
to inspect the passenger vs. John W. Ogilvie.
board Air Line railway today it was
night to nifon have been shifted and
yesterday.
of
the
tell
county.
refused
He
to
lists
of
steamships
Eurobound
for
stated
that'
the
Seaboard has officput on the following beats:
The Shomeker vs. Shomeaker case
Fleasidea his wodow and one sons
Brennan and Shelby. on Broadway. who he was or give anything regkrd- ially announced its willingness to pean ports The Italian police have was submitted. with leave 'for both
WilUarn C. Kelly, he is survived by
ing
past,
along
faithhis
and worked
comply with the request of General been asked by cable to arrest any sides to take depositions.
Wcind and Alexander, in the First
two sisters.
fully until four years ago when his Stephen D. Lee, commanding
•
ward.
the Armenian on the Genoa vessel who .There was docketed the sat reIm Mr. Kellyrs death the Masons
Long and Moore, in the West End. health broke down, but he remained confederate veterans of the south, can not furnish proof of his identity. cently filed by J. B. Marshall against
of
the State -have lost a tireless
at
Hal)
the.
farm
until
year
a
ago
detectives
The
of
Scotland
are
that
Yard
all trains on southern roads be
Ferguson ang Priace, on Kentucky
the City Na•ional Rank, Marshall worker, and one who abandoned poliwhen
admitted
the
to
poor
house.
stopped for five minutes It a p. m, interested in the trunk murder mys- claiming that the bank was illegally
avenue and Welt Washington street.
ties for the work which he loved. He
Mr. Hat had him given
nice burial. June 3, the , birthday anniversary
Orr and Sanders. anion station and
of tery and 14111 sk reh the stentraers withholding $11,000 belonging to him. was fifty-seven years old and a native
.kenerika
Princess
and
Alice, which The parties having settled the conJefferson Davis and the hour of the
Fisherville.
sof Louisville.
Commencement at Colorado.
unveiling of the Davis monument at left New Yorw lass Thursday.
Clark and Howell, South Third
troversy, the litigation was dismissBoulder,
arriv3t.—The
Col.,
May
Richmond, providing other roads
street and Mechanicsburg.
ed.
ENTERPRISE BANKER GUILTY
commencement week at the will poin in and comply
Prince is up the Tennessee river al Of
with Gen- WILL BE DESTROYED
everyUniversity
finds
Colorado
of
eral Lee's request.
BY AN EARTHQUAKE
40 his annual vacation, leaving FerFormer Pittsburg Teller Convicted ol
Bankrupt court
one astir in antiepation of the event.
guson on the beat alone.
Making Fake Entries.
yesterday
Referee
Bagby
selected
programme
The
of
this
iexercises
Moore
Middletown, N. Y.. May ti.—ManAlexander is laying off, and
—The financial committee for the
Pittsburg,
Pa., May 3t.—Thornias
trustee
Roscoe
for
the-Wilinteresting
replete
feawith
as
Reed
yea?'
is
hattan Island and the territory near
Is working with Wood in the First
general cotmtil met yesterday afterbankruptcvy case., and W. Harvey. former teller of the EnChambers
liam
beginning-wi
customory
tures,
the
th
lewd until he returns.
noon at the City Hall and checked by will be destroyed by a great earth- fixed his bond at $2oo, which he exe- terprise National hank of 'Allegheny.
quake some time in August. Such is
Long is in the West End alone un- concert this evening. Sunday after- over
accounts and pay tolls that will the announcemen
cuted. Chambers is a railroad man Pa., was found guilty on thirty-three
noon the bacalaureate address will
t of Horace Johntil Alexander returns,
he delivered by President Baker and be allowed next Monday and Thurs- son, known, throughout New England and owes only a few hundred dollars, counts for making false entries and
not guilty on three c8unts charging
the case without a second hearing,
in the evening Rev. Robert F. Coyle, day nights..
IR an accurate weather prophet.
--The Knights of Pythias may have D. D., of Denver, will deliver .the
in order to prevent discharge by the the misappropriation of fends of the
eifkrisionied their idea of giving a annual address before the Christian
Illinois Central, as several creditors hank. '
—Mr. Jap Toner, the •efficient and
—The N., C. & St. L. passenger threatened to attach his wages, and
Fourth of July outing- at Owen's Cave ,assotiatians. Miss Jane Addams will
George Is Ralston, former individutett mile* above this city, as ;they be the Pahciprifitike r at the Corn- Ontilar secretary of the _ChesSay club, teaks ditR:No-n'eloele---hist
bookkeeper of the bank, is now on
attachal
railroad
three
only
the
allows
has been selected special officer for was two hours late. being held back
cannot secure bouts to ctrey the Mencement exercises Wedtiesdayemploye when he trial upon charges of making false
ments
against
an
the Humane society •
at Memphis for connections,
crowds.
Chambers' estate entries and abstracting funds of the
dismissed.
is
_^.r.t•tg111111111bank.
'.ji
—Liebling Concert.
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OFFICERS MUST
CHILD
DIED
KEEP MOVING
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PROMOTER CON IINUOSLY ENGAGED
ARRANGING FOR CHATAUQUA
14:

MR. JAMES H. SHAW ARRIVED FROM BLOOMINGTON YESTERDAY AND REMAINS FOR SEVERAL DAYS—CAPT. W. H.
PATTERSON WILL MAKE A TOUR OF SURROUNDING TERRITORY TO BRING 'EM IN— ONE OF RAREST TREATS WILL
BE MRS. SPEED'S LECTURE—OTHER ARTISTS.

Home
.Cue
for
omen

4

If YOU Fear
the ordeal of describing your sickness by word of mouth, why not try
the Cardui Home Treatment, and see if it will not help you, as it did
Mrs. Ellen Gilbert, of Villa Ridge, Ill., who writes: "I suffered from
female trouble and those choking, fainting spells. I was very nervous,
and grew weaker and weaker. Friends came to see me die, but I
began to take

tainment of the season. His "Genera" is really a very fine production
and displays Garl's genius as an impersonator.—S. M. Glenn, Jr., Superintendent of Public Schools, Continental, Ohio.
Mr. Garl pleased our people insmensely. Heretofore most, of the
one-man performances were somewhat tiresome, but Mr. Garl proved
to be an exception, and held the inwhich relieved me right away. Now I am getting alorg fine and recommend It to alt
terest of his large audience attentmy friends." The merits otCardui, as a reliable and effective remedy for alI the disively throughout the entire evening.
peculiar towomen, have been known for the past 50 years. It is a pure and noneases
Herald.
—Delavan (IIL)
WRITE US FREELY
Mr. Garl displays remarkable verpreparation of vegetable ingredients, having a peculiar curative effect on the
intoxicating
and frankly, In strictest confidence, telling all your
satitlity in his productions, taking
troubles, _and stattng your age. We will send you
female organs and functions. Cardul has been found to relieve pain, regulate fitful
the part of old and young with perPI= ADVICE,in plain sealed envelope, and a valfunctions and restore the disordered org,ns to health. Try it.
feet ease and precision. His cosuable 64-page Book on "Home Treatment for Women."
Address: Ladies' Advisory Department, The
tumes were very well gotten up, and
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
the entertainment was favorably re0 in
ceived by those presnt, some of his
original pieces seeming to be the
most popular.—Dowagiac (Mich.)
News.
The future of this young entertainer is certainly one of most brilliant
promise. While his charecterizations
are of the most versatile nature, still
each number is carefully and tastefully dendered, and his every touch,
glance and intonation betokens the
LONGIISTABUSHILD
HERE TO STAY
right method developed by years of
thought and practice. Mr. Garl's imA Rare Treat.
We employ graduate and licensed dentists, who are experts and
One of the rarest treats will be personations, at the De Funiak FRED KARTEE, COLORED, IS REUNION OPENED IN FULL
all painless methods.
use
e-e -.01441111111
the "Nature Lectures," by .Hon. Springs Chautauqua, were a special
BLAST YESTERDAY
HELD TO GRAND JURY
Our equipment, perfect system and large volume of business make
James Speed, who brings his auditors feature and delighted hundreds of
MORNING.
IN POLICE COURT.
in close touch with nature in its va- people.—Rev. Homer A. Caldwell,
possible the performance of the highest class of dental work at the
•
ried forms, and impresses one with Fernandina, Fla.
following
:0,Nriatal*M3SOIRENE111
things the people see every day, but
Plates
John Hale, Colored, Given Continu- Strenuous Day Put in By Veterans
Mrs. Laura Flizen.
$5-00
do not appreciate because they are
on Thursday, But They Enjoy
ance of Charge of Abusing
not looked on in the proper light. was not a vacant seat in the great
Gold Crowns
4.00
The Winona Assembly Review has wa snot a vacant seat. in the great
Friday Session as Well.
Abe Marcoffsky.
Bridge Work
4.00
the following concerning Mr. Speed: auditorium and a note of expectancy
1,00
Gold Filings
"Speed prefaced his lecture with and enthusiasm prevailed throughPlatinum
100
an amusing account of his 'reform' out the entire address. Al the secRichmond, Va., May 3t.—The ConFred Kartee, colored, was held to
along musical lines. AA constant ond meating the crowd was still
Silver
.75
reunion came into full swing
feedrate
bejury
on
grand
court
circuit
the
repetition of good music made Mr. dencer and mores eager.'This lecture
regular
order
the
when
this
enorning,
court
police
ing given trialsin sthe
Speed at last enjoy that which was was a veritable Masterpiece, to
morning on the charge uJ of business was taken up. Yestergood without knowing one note which a few brief notes can do but yesterday
His bond was Wised day was a strenuous day for the
larceny.
petty
to
really
,
learns
scant
justice.—Harbinger Melbourne,
from another, so one
Veterans, but they were astir early
$too.
at
love nature. The speaker is a South- Australia.
morning nevertheless and put in
box,
a
ths
stealing
—
witb
charged
is
He
•
A large crowd of well dressed
erner and by kis clever story telling
Comanother
busy day of it.
Hall
E.
H.
the
from
of
OF PICE OVER CHERRY'S GROCERY
onions
had his audience in the happiest men- men and women taxed the theater to
was called to orThe
convention
street.
South-Second
on
store
mission
8 a. rn. to S p. m. Sunday's g a. m. to 4 P. m.
tal state and made all of them his its utmost, and many nad to be conOffice
Hours:
Thomas Ross, a painter, was tined der at o:io o'clock this morning, and
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SEVENTY YEARS.
PRINCE FUSHIMI COMING.
Speed so cleverly imitated. The sim- the grammar of any lover I may
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Ottawa, Ont., May
ple story of a bird, glorified and have should he speak of 'dorgs' in
dispatch from London says that
made rad:ant by this trt e. jQVcr of ray presence,. niss.'seen a man.' JL Indianapolis, Ind., Mays 310—The Prince Saehmarn Fushinii, the -Japanbirds, pleased and interested hun- will also come in handy when I want
robbery of $so,000 in stocks and ese prince who has been making a
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He deserved the statue that admir- Mercantile & Marine company.
which as a success in every respect. spci
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER ing friends placed over his grave.
—"Earthquake.'
at was. voted by all the best enter- schooling."
Mr. James H. Shaw, promoter of
the Chautauqua, arrived yesterday
from Bloomington, Ill., and will remain several days shaping things up
for the opening. He is kept constantly on the road now as he has
about ten Chautauquas to give this
summer and it keeps him'going continually. His opening engagements
are in this city and he and the Paducah directors are quite jubilant over
the superior programme arranged
for the local affair.
Capt. William Patterson, who is
taking a deep interest in the coming
affair, expected to get away yesterday for a tour of the surrounding
cities to arouse interest and have
hundreds come here, but he is slightly under the weath- with illness and
will not get away now unt:1 the first
of next week.
The gentlemen in charge hope the
present pleasant weather will continue because with these cool days
and nights thousands will be out for
the Chautauqua, Mr. Shaw finding
that the warmer the weather the
smaller the day crowds, while the
evening attendances are interfered
with greatly also.
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Woman's
Relief
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AI Every Drug Store In *1.00 Bottles

CHANGED WITH CALS. VETERANS
AT RICHMOND
TAKING ONIONS

Painless Dentistry

We Hill Dental Co.
•••

A BARGAIN

•

New 5 Room House; Easy ITerms

STEALS $10,000 IN
STOOKS AND BONDS

Telephone 765
Or Call at 318 South:6th Street

life
American'German
National'Bank,

Capital . . . .. . $230,000.00
Surplus and Undivided Profits. . . I00,000.00
Stockholders' Liability..
230,000.00
Total . . . . _ - $560.00n.00
Total Resources . . $985,453.23
DIRECTORS
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AMERICA CAN
BABY WASTED TO
CONTROL THE MERE SKELETON
HAGUE
SMALLER REPUBLIC MADE ELIGIBLE, AND WILL ADD
•
TO STRENGTH.
i
s

American Republica Expected
•
Play Important Part in the
Conference.

Washington, May 3t.—Probably
:not until the doors of the stately
Knights hall are thrown open to the
second conference of The Hague, on
June ts, •next, will it be possible to
know the exact strength of the American contingent among the delegates. At the first conference only
two American states were represented—the United States and the Republic of Mexico. Ii the republics
of the western hemisphere take advantage of the opportunity to participate in the proceedings of the second conference that has beenopened
to them by the efforts of the Amen can secretary of state, there will be
no less than twenty-one governments
of the three degeations from euba,
Hayti and San Domingo.
Some of these republics will have
no representatives at the conference,
but it is impossible to say even now
who will be the absentees. In some
cases considerations of economy
have operated to prevent certain of
the smaller republics from naming
delegates, though the reason is not
so bluntly stated. Others are actually at war or in a state of revolution and even anarchy. A very few
are actually indifferent to the approach of the international gathering,
which may involve for them the most
momentous questions and completely
change their relations with the
world powers.
On the whole, however, there has
been a generous response from most
-of the American republics to the
czar's invitation to join the deliberations of the second conference, and
it is certain that the American representation will be large. The fact is
that only twenty-seven powers signed the treaty of July ass 1899, pro•
viding for "the specific settlement of
international dist:mews," And unless
there is an enlarged representation
at the second conference from the
eastern hemisphere it might be possible for the Americas to dominate
the prweedings, if there were the
slightest sign of division in the Eastern ranks.
American forethought is responsi
ble for this large representation from
the west for it was owing entirely to
thc efforts of the Washington state
department that Russia was induced
to include the Central nd South American rIpublics in the invitation to
the conference, and the same department was the means of inducing the
republics of this hemisphere to accept the Russian invAation by means
of pressure brottght to bear upon
them through d'plomatic channels
and through personal intercourse between the secretary of state and the
diplomatic tepreselitatives in Wash_ ington of these rePthlics.
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Conference Meet Tomorrow.
Chicago, May -3t.--The eyes of the
Western College world will be turn•ed toward Chicago tomorrow. On
Marshall Field the pick and flower
of Mississippi Valley athletes will
-contest with brawn, muscle and nerve
to capture the honors-in the annual
meet of the Intercollegiate Confer-trice Athletic association. Several
hundred college men poured into the
-city today, being the advance guard
-of the thousands who are expected
to attend the meet as spectators.
A new record has been established
this year in the number•of inaividual
-entries. The absence of the University of Michigan is the greatest
-change in the programme, but this
fact, while tending to lower the class
bf the meet, is expected to make
it a more even affair as the Wolverines invariably captured jhe lion's
share of the honors.
Tfie eminent Belgian sculptor, fee
Lambeaux, who is regarded by many
as itodin's only rival, is busy on the
monument to be erected in Washington to the memory of the late Geo.
M. Pullman, the former head of the
Pullman car company.

•

Edgar W. Whittemore

7

Real tstate Agency
Paducah Real Estate. Western Kentucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Payment Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
for It. Office Fraternity Building.
VD0."-rt W. WHITTEMORE. Pada.
cab Ey.

DIE IN EFFORT TO
RESCUE A DOG.

New York Fashions

The caprice of fash'on was never
more clearly illustrated than in milIn Torments a Year and a Half with linery by the general adoption of the
Terrible Sores on Face and Body small hat with an overhanging brim,
the effect of an inverted
—Hands Tied to Stop Scratching conveying
saucer, and a depression around the
and Tearing at Flesh — But
crown is filled up with ribbon, cherries, velvet or various other trimming. True it is that this shape was
foremost in Spring styles, but there
were others far more becoming and
the small saucer-like hat, pushed
"My little son, when about a year back from the Face and perched on
and a bait old began to haw sores a pompadour roll is positively discome out on his face. I had • phy- figuring, yet nine out of ten women
sician treat him,but the sores grew worse.
Than they began to come on Ws arms, one sees on the streets, sacrifices
then on other parts of his body, and everything akin to beauty for what
then one oame on his chest, worse than is termed "fashionable."
the others. ThusI celled another physiLarger Hats.
cian. Still he grew wares. At the end
of about a year and a belt of ruff=
The larger hat on the mushroom
he grew so bad I had to tie his
order is ' more endurable, and eleIn cloths at night to keep him from gant
Leghorns or chips expensively
scratching the sores and testing .he
trimmed, destined for summer use
Sash. He got to be a mere.
and was 'hardly able to walk. My at favorite resorts, also have the
aunt advised me to try Cutiours Soap
and Ointment. So great was her faith drooping brim. A Leghorn shown
In it that she gave me•small piece of by a leading house is trimmed with
Cuticura Soap to try and • little blue hydrangias and salmon-pink
Cuticura Ointment. I took it home velvet.
A second has a garniture of
without any faith, but to please her I
tried it, and it seemed to dry up the very large roses, blue sweet peas,
sores a little. I emit to the drug store and blue satin ribbon is draped
and got a cake of Cuticura Soap 'end a among
the roses, blue sweet peas,
box of Cutioura Ointment and followed
the directions, and at the end of about and blue satin ribbon is draped
two months the sores were all well. He among the flowers and also knotted
has never had any sores of any kind
rims. He is now strong and healthy, under the brim. White riobon veland I can sLooerely say that only for vet and white ostrich plumes are an
your most wonderful remedies my pro- elegant garniture for a leghorn.
claim child would have died from those White taffeta silk
is a huge bow at
terrible sores. ',used only one cake of
Soap and about three boxes at Ointment. the front and raped aruond the
Mrs. Egbert Sheldon, R. F. D., No. 1. crown is another handsome white
Woodville. Conn., April 22, 1906."
trimming. One or two mammoth
roses, as a heading to wnite ostrich
plumes are very stylish, exclusive
however from their costliness. As a
Cured by Cuticura In Nebraska.
color contrast comes a large black
with itching pimples chip, the crown encitcled with sats.
"I.had
for
At last a friend told me to
get Cuticurs Soap and Ointment. I did
so and in three weeks my face was
entirely cured. I sin so pleased with
Cuticura Remedies that I will recommend them to other sufferers. Mrs.
Florence Dela
R. F. D. No. 2,
Auburn. Nob., Aug.
1906."

CURE BY CUT1CURA
COMPLETE AND SPEEDY

ITCHING PIMPLES

While Motoman Gives Attention to
Canine, Street Cars Crash
at Elyria, 0.

WE USE

Yhe_KING °FALL
11050M-IRONEFN

Elyria, 0., May 31.—Motorman
simulated button boles of silk braid,
on pockets at each side of the front, Frain-rifle's solicitude for a dog run
and also on sleeves. Four large down by his car on the Cleveland
buttons are on the left front. It is & Southwestern Interurban trolley
certainly somewhat early to foretell line caused a collision in the heart
First.
Fall stYles and fabrics, but those of this city at 6 o'clock tonight in
Because it irons smothly, not
who dwell in the innermost circle which .four persons were killed and
rough.
are positive that silk will be the ma- nearly a score 'njured. Most of the
Second.
terial for next season, and the cordial injured amput etaoin shmelud etaoin
The button holes, Of stud
approbation extended to the "Mir- injured suffered amputation of their
holes match.
age de Fantaisie," was due to its pe- legs in the crash.
A ear loaded with passengers in
Third.
culiar beauty and excellent wearing
Negligee shirts with buttons
qualities. It was well adapted to the charge of Fraundle was passing
at good speed
are ironed perfectly and withskirt on the bias, the lower edge through Elyria
out injury.
owy surface in all fashionable hues, When it struck a stray dog Fraundle
stepped from the vestibule to the
imparts special charm.
Fourth.
step -to ascertain whether the animal
It irons either stiff or pleated
A Striped French Voile.
bosoms like new, and the
A voile, striped in white and two had been killed, letting the car run
"hump" so often seen 1., =beshades of brown, shows a plaited on at full speed. An empty car shot
ing.
tam n the plaits in place. The brown out of the traction barns and collided
No other like it in West Kenfinished by a brown silk band, hand- squarely with the crowded car. The
tucky. Satisfy yourself
somely braided in the darker shades passengers Were hurled into a mass.
by
The cars were telescoped and it was
sending us your laundry.
of brown. The jacket is a plaited
Eton, the fronts braided, and small some time before they could be torn
buttons and braid straps seem to re- apart and the wonio of rescuing the
silk revera is covered by a shawl dead and injured began.
Motorman Freundle escaped injury
'Phone 2100.
sil krevers is covered by a shawl
collar of elegant white Venetian lace and disappeared after the wreck. Up 4111111110...11111.1111111.111111.11..11MMIni
and the three-quarter. sleeves are to a late hour tonight he had not
edged by a braided band. Two hand- been found.
some jewelled buttons are at the
BANKER GUILTY; FACES
iront.
330 YEARS IN PRISON
Lingerie Dresses.
Certainly the damsel of today has
every opportunity to charm when Former Allegheny Teller is Convict- U
3213:2 12:: 21:::: t:ISISIS
ed on Thirty-Three Counts.
wearing a lingerie dress in either
-----white or pale colors, and not unfrePittsburg, May 31.—Thomas W. ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
quently the two are combined with
Harvey,
former teller of the Entera lingerie hat and parasol in harRIVER PACKET CO.
prise
National
bank of Allegheny,
mony. To enter into details conwas
today
convicted
United
the
in
cern ng these dresses would be a
hopeless task. Combinations of lace States district court on thirty-three The cheapest and best excursion out of Paducah.
and batiste in any tasteful way, tell counts) charging him with making
the-back" lingerie waist," continues false entries in the books of the insti4;8.00
the whole story, and " the button-in- tution. The maximum penalty which
the court can impose is ten years
for
the
round trip to Tennessee
imprisonment on each count, or a
total of three hundred and thirty
River
and return.
years. Harvey was acquitted on
three counts charging the misapplication of funds, the jury being out
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
all night. The minimum penalty for
and rest; good service, good table,
each offense charged in the indictment against Harvey is five years' good rooms, etc. Boat leave* each
penal servitude. Harvey's defense Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.•
was that the bank was looted for i?or other informatio
n apply to
$2,000,000 by Cashier T. Lee Clark,
who commtted su'cide the day after
JAMES KOGER, Supt.
the failure.
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Star Laundry

EXCURSIONS

FRANK L. BROWN, Agt.

BURIED HOUSE AT DEANFIELD
Thirty Feet Under the Ground—Built EXCURSION RATES
zoo Hundred Years or More
ON THE RIVER,
Ago.
•
A correspondent at Dundee writes
ROUND TI- P TO
the Owenhoro Inquirer as follows:
Ragland
"Mr Mack
went to or near
Evansville and Return
Deanfied Sunday to see the hdusc
that is being dug out of the ground Continuous Passage, I.too; Unlimited
there. Mr. Ragland says it is built
Ticket, $5.00, Meal', and Berth
chiefly of oak, and is put together
Included. with pins instead of nails, and. is
some thirty feet under the ground
Round Trip to Cairo,
and at the foot of a hill.' People
seventy-five years of age, living in .1rty of five or over, $1., each, with!he county all their lives, do not out meals; $2 oo with meals.
Good music on all Ile boats. For
remember te house. It must have
been made about zoo years ago, and further particulars see
a lands'idie from the hill slipped over
it. Part of thc roof ;s at one side S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or
Several pieces of timber taken from GIVEN FOWLER, City Passthe house have been brought to Dun- enger Agent.
Phone 33.
dee for people to see."

•

COLORADO DEPUTY'S SHOT
slieriff's Aid Who Could Do Wonder.
ful Things with His
Revolver.
While Deputy St.eriff William RoeOdeon was in the once "bad" town 4
Coffeyville; Kan., he got seine of the
Dalton spirit In lila veins sad listened
le the stories of bow four of the pal,
tens met death at the buds of one
mime stationeil in a shed and shooting
through a kdot'sole, relates the Denver
Times. They told Mr. Panaldesa
stories et what mask'salads tas Dal
tons were end how the ,Iltekad
every man that appeared so the streets
with • gun.
When the Denver deritY was on abs
train some/ stranger entered into a convenetian about what crack shooters
there were in Kansas about the time
the Dalton@ blew into Coffeyville and
secured several thousand deilars from
• bank.
Roaaldsen said: "Yes, there were
semi good marissmen there, but it is
sissy to lit a man with • Winchester
la Colorado we use a Colt almost em
elusively. Of course, we hays no creak
marksmen, but I believe I might pick
off • prairie dog there while the trod,
Ii moving."
The stranger Sashed • five-spot la
Downy Ftonaldson's face and It was
severed. Ronaldson snapped out hie
Colt and without much it.
liberation, and while the train was le
rapid moths% sent ass Kansas Oat
de dog to the eternal sleep.
Deputy Sheriff Williams Ronallass
of Deaver, was Rye dollars to the goad
and friends on the Wort"'s terse eV
tiny worthd take a hundred gimbal
bib that Ronaldeen mold de the MOO
nine Slam out of tea.
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JUDGE DOUGHERTY
WILL TRY HARGIS

The above design is by the McCall Company of New
York, Fashion
Publishers and Manufacturers of the McCall patterns.

•
in, of "crushed strawberry" color, to try the temper of
the average
and two broad ostrich plumes in two woman.
shades, droop over the front, and
Little White Etons.
two (equally large) fall at each side
The daintiest of dainty little Etons
of the back.
come in light-weight corded pique
Lingerie Hats.
trimmed with embroidery and also
These do not admit of any special in sheer lawn traversed
by lace inchange—lace rustles over shirred sertion. They will be
worn over
brims cap-crowns satin ribbon loops white or colored dresses, preferably
Of
drapings, and flowers usually the latter, and are a pretty substitute
small sometimp in wreaths form% the for the very expensive linen
and lace
category; the thief recommendation jackets described in a
previous lethowever of the lingerie hats is that ter.
they are lighter, more girlish and
FANNIE FIELD.
above all less expensive than the
stately leghorns. They are furtherAbout Mainsprings.
more in harmony 'with the lingerie
"Mainspring broken, eh?" said the
waist and dress, to which there jewelel. "Well,
I'm not surprised.
seems no end. The newest waists The humidity yesterday
great."
TALE OF A TAILLESS GAT. are of dotted or figured lace, prefer- "What has that to dowaswith
the
ably the latter, the fronts trimmed mainspring?" the patron
asked.
Vella* lad de Instinct of Claufal with Venetian or Irish point lace,
and
"Oh," said the jeweler, "warm,
Preservation Without the
sleeves without exception of three- humid weather and
thunder storms
Appendage.
quaiter length.
have a frightful effect on 'mainWNte Silk Waists.
springs. They are, you see, but ninent Is well known that Massa eats
White China silk waists, crossed thousandths of an
inch th'ck and trehave no
says a writes In tAs and recrossed by narrow
insertion, mendously sensitive to moist heat
Bolentilic AMSTieLl, "MO MUM are a
valuable part of the summer's and to electrical discharges.
From
ellomplk and that the otsprind of MA toilet,
and the dotted foulard waist now on till October there
will fie
in other parts of tire world, In UM in almost
endless
variety is yet an- three times as many broken mainint ',aeration at Inset. are In the
another proof of the favor of this springs as during the
Was abnormal condition. While not
winter."
valued material. At present, they are
tag tn lissaland ad years ago we WA II
worn as an adjunct to tailored suits,
Archibald C. Itaynes, the new
Ma= AWN& given Is ok erldatt, al•
lbsea born there, was talU
7td hut later on they will be worn with president of the Mutual Reserve Inhandsome
skirts as _independent surance company, ,muss-iorm
doer of oar breakfast row Ira.=
a4y
*ais['fll
oritylaave the three- liter general agent of the
likatUag. Ube moat Of Use mess
Equitable,
quacter
sleeve and a double rucle and the man who at one
la Oils ossuary, but WON' 071411
:
time owed
dbwn the front.
Iwo She Welds. Dews the "istels
tilt{ comRany $soo,000 for advances
Spring
Suits.
torso: t. • Mai
for which his reneeat commissions
Many spring suits are made with were pledged. He is 57
years old and
the "wince Chap" liacket, prettily a native of Maine.
trimmed with eight lengthwise ros4s
ofertall buttons (five_ 0414 with
AND GET

QM=
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Agreed Upon By Prosecution and
Office, 419 Broadway.
Defense, and July g Day Set for
TELEPHONES:
Trial.
Residence, 296; Office, mg..
Sandy Hook, May 31.—At a conference between Commonwealth's Attorney Waugh and Tttorney Young,
J. K. Hendrick. J. G. Miller
representing Hargis, Judge John A.
Wm. Marble.
Dougherty, of Ovringsville, was agreed
upon to preside at the trial of James
Haargis, and co-defendants, chargede
HENDRICK, MILLER
with the murder of Dr. Cox. Judge
& MARBLE,
Dougherty mounted the bench, when
Lawyers.
the- commonwealth asked for a continuance until October, or until a spePractice in all the courts of the
cial term of court. The defense demanded an immediate trial. It was state. Both phones 31.
finally agreed upon to set the trial
Rooms 1, 2, 3 and 4, Register BuildFor July 9.
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
CITY WANTS COMPANY
TO "COME THROUGH"
Petersburg Demands Money for the
Cumberland Franchise.
Petersburg, Ind., May 31 --The
city council has notified the Cumberland Telephone company that unless it pays into the city teasury
$500 cash and 2 per cent, annually
on grog: earnings on bu'sness in the
corporate limits of the city, the franchise, which runs out next month,
will not be renewed, and that the
company will be compelled to cease
doing business in the city. The citizens are in accord with the city
council. Meanwhile the company is
asking the board to grant permission
to use the sliding scale -in charging
for seryice.
ARKANSAS THREATENS
TO OUST WESTERN UNION

E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law.
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg.
523

Broadway, New Phone 490;
Old Phone 1487 R.

Specialties: Abstracting of Titles, Insurance, Corporation
and Real Estate Law.

0,D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498-R-

PADUCAH, KY.
OLIVER

,-OLIVER &
Little Rock, Ark., May v.—SecreM'GREGOR,
tary of State Ludwig stated this
evening that "he has notified the
Lawyers,
sT/rffi •trffron TCYFirapii cot;pany
OFFICES:
Benton, Ky., rear Rank
that unless the suit to enjoin the
state f cmorol -why-..s- 8..eatt aDrn 144. Marshall County; Pa4ucah. Ky.,
state from collecting the jao,000 from rra Fraternity Building.
the company for fees under the Win- iu
i•ew Phone 1 14.
Old Phone 484R
go act was withdrawn and the '
amount paid within three days, he '
would 'revoke the company's beetle*
ic
IN THE REOISTIM
c
A DVPRr
to (IQ business is Arkusas.=UM
AND CM 2DICK USULT1
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care and in their future lives his influence will have a part, and what
greater work than that can man accomplish? His zeal for the institution of Freemasonary knew no
bounds, and the 'honors so justly
due him will be paid by the craft not
only at the open grave, but also in
the years to come. He was true and
faithful to the trusts imposed in him
and in every nook and corner of the
state his memory will be chertthed.

:$s
MONTH'S BUSINESS IN THE
VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS

THE NEXT BIG EVENT IN PADUCAH WILL BE THE

U

s

U
POLICE MADE 138 ARRESTS DURING THE MONTTH OF MAY,
SHOW THAT
SOME FOR SERIOUS OFFENSES-PERMITS
NO VERY COSTLY BUILDINGS WERE STARTED DURING
THE PAST MONTH-VERY LOW DEATH RATE, JUDGING
FROM BURIALS AT OAK GROVE CEMETERY-ONLY SIXTEEN FIRE DEPARTMENT RUNS.

u

hatuauqua

Itt

NOW IS THE TIME TO
MiKE PREPARATIONS.
15-00
The police force had a fairly good licenses to white couples desiring to 4
Another Candidate.
U
3.50
The Register respectfully 'requests month during May as regards the marry, and fourteen to as ma.ny col- Utusalintsu ii la 11 + it 13 ii IS 0 ii Si ii ii 13 it it ii it it ii ii it ii U :I it
1.25
number of arrests, while as pertainhig ored couples mattrimonally inclined. 10,
ao the ear of President Roosevelt just
::
_
to the strious nature of the offenses,
U
long enough for us to nominate and it was quite important. Lieutenant
U
Hospital.
Railroad
U
Anyone falling to receive this paper recommend to him another candidate Thomas Potter last
U
CenIllinois
onthe
The
night
tallying
May
first
of
regularly should report the matter to
U
The Register office at once. Tele- for the Ananias Club. While there up the business for the month, found tral railnoad hospnlal had) twenty- 2
U
"
while
that
there,
the
138
confined
arrests
had
been
nine
made
318.
patients
scattered
Cumberland
phone
are lots of eligible timber
U
for the following offenses: drunk,.21; during that month seventy were ad- ,U
inaround the country, we wish to
a
disorderly conduct, it; petty larceny, twitted, and seventy-two dism'ssecti4
SS it St 12 U IS UUSSU
dorse the fellow referred to in an 5; misappropriation of another's that leaving twenty-seven on handan
U a
VI it 11 13 it it
U
account from Macon, Mo., of a money, t; breaches of the peace, 33: June 1. Only one death occurred U
HELP
CAN
ss
I
YOU
THE
SOLVE
OF
*
DRESS
PROBLEM
carriers.
month.
entire
fugitive
mail
the
from
3;
throughout
of
justice,
convention
drunk
'and
county
disorderly, 5; attachment, t; breaoh
AND COMFORT. THE STORE IS BRIM FULL OF GOOD
The disaptch says:
of ordinance, 26; using insulting lanA COMPLETE LINE OF AIRY FRESH
SUGGESTIONS.
vil===
Smith,
The Gang's Scheme.
Garfield A.
a u
a
guage. 3; malicious cutting, 2; flourthat
MATERIALS
said
dawnassociation,
have
to
seems
AWAITS
light
YOUR CONSIDERATION. lt%
great
the
of
president
A
ishing pistol, r; malicious assault, 3; tt TODAY IN HISTORY. t: ,
••
ed upon the public since The Regis- he drove a pair of mules out of Bev- carry concealed weapons, 2; bootlega
a a
it 3: it it it ti tt U U U U
tt U
ter called attention tc; the fact that ier, over route No. 2, and they were ging, t; assault and battery, t; robthe ordinance to restrict the number so well trained he did not have to use bery, 1; rape, t; housebreaking ,5;
JUNE 1.
detaining woman, 2; renting house to
PRINTED LAWNS AND BATISTES ARE HERE IN A
9 U.
of saloons in this city, was drawn at lines. The minute they heard the bawdy, I; grand larceny, 3; violation 1593.-Christopher, Marlowe, celeTHE
NEW
STYLES
AND
LARGE
COLORS. POLKA DOTS,
brated dramatist, killed in 3"
the instance; of a certain wholesale box drop they were off, he sail, butt of Sabbath, 2; obstructing public
AND SMALL, RING DOTS AND FLORAC‘DESIONS -quarrel.
whiskey dealer whose firm controls a unless they beard the lid close they crossing, I; arson, r; incest, I; ibtal
French ,4 PRICES 10c, 12 1-2c AND 1.5C A YARD.
1794-Lord Howe defeated
138.
large number of the leases on build- would not move.
of Biscay.
Bay
the
in
OF COURSE-WE HAVE THE GOOD FIVE CENT
ings now occupied by the saloons.
He said nothing had ever been able
1807-Gen. John Buchanan Floyd,i0
In Building Circles.
LAWNS
TOO.
The local whiskey and brewery trust to stop theme and that, they had never
war,
born.
of
secretary
Died :4
Ducing May quite a number of new
Aug. 26, 1862.
is forever and eternally working on cost him a cent for doctors' bills. Mr. buildings were commenced, but none
the general council with schemes to Smith declared tha the mules learn- of them very large or costly, as evi- 1826-Thomas Ferry, U. S. senator
from Michigan -and acting vice SI
enrich themgelves, and things have ed the national holida37777717 denced by the 'records in Citx Enpresident of the U. S., born. laa
WHITE GOODS HAVE
POPULARITY
IN
GROWN
gineer
A.
L.
Washington's
office,
come to pretty pass in this city when the Government were to require him
1896.
14,
Oct.
Died
a
front
secure
to
whence
all
FROM
have
SEASON TO SEASON AND MANUFACTURERS
a whiskey dealer can influence of- to carry mail on the Fourth of July permit before a new structure can be 1832-Thomas Sumter, last survivHAVE
PRODUCED
SOME EXCELLENT FABRICS OF
Revthe
of
ing general officer
ficials to use the legislative branch he would have to get another team
erected, or addition made to an old
WE
WHICH
HAVE
AN ABUNDANT STOCK.
CaroSouth
okition,
in
died
one. The books show the following
of the city government for the
lina. porn in% Virginia, 1734.
FINE
WHITE
BATISTE
15C AND 25C YARD.
parties
of
erected
character
the
house
his
special benefit of himself and
President Roosevelt in his Indian- mentioned, on different streets, and 1857-Chirieses fleet deatroyed by
INCH
48
SHEER
BATISTE
45C YARD.
associates. That gang has done more
Sir M. Seymour and 'Commoapolis speech said many good things at the cost mentioned:
48
INCH
CHIFFON
55C
WASH
YARD.
city
dore Keppel.
to pull down the morals of this
A. D. Hughes, frame additioft on
and among the best. was this:
proclaimed
day
1865-National
fast
INCH
48
20C
FRENCH
LAWN
AND 25C YARD.
fair.
and to bring reproach on its
"One great problem that we have Ninth between Bachman. and Elizaof
President
death
the
for
48
INCH
45C
FRENCH
$83.
beth,
LAWN
YARD.
name than all the tough characters before us is to preserve the rights of
Lincoln.
on
Anderson,
frame
residence
L.
S.
prebe
only
48
CHIFFONE1",
INCH
MERCERIZED
39C AND 48C.
put together. What think the people property, and these can
Jefferson between Twenty-fourth and 1868-James Buchanan. the fifteenth
are
they
that
remember
we
if
served
ordithe
MERCERIZED BATISTE 25C.
of this city of the fact, when
president of the U. S., died,
jeopardy from the Socialist and Twenty-fifth, $1.40o.
Born April 13, 1791.
• nance was drawn_it must first be sub- in less
Henry
beoyd,
on
frame
Ninth
the aranchist than from the predatory
mitted to a whiskey dealer for hie man of wealth.
tween Twelfth and Thirteenth, $5o. 1871-Canada issued its first post
,Fards.
Houston McClure, frame on Broad
in
reintroduced
being
to
approval, before
' "It has become evident that
Louis Napoleon killed
-Prince
1879
WE WANT YOU TO GET ACQUAINTED WITH OUR
the general council. What the board fuse to invoice the power of the na- way between Nineteenth and, Twenduring
Zulu war in South U
the
tieth,
$1,000.
OF INDIA LINONS. ITS BY FAR THE FINEST
LINE
commitAfrica.
of aldermen should do with that tion to restrain the wrongs
-0. Broyles, frame on Tenth beman of great wealth who
by
ted
the
GOODS YOU'LL HAVE OFFERED YOU OF ITS CLASS.
1891-Trial of the Tranby Croft case 12
docqment is to kill it without further
does evil is not only to neglect the tween Ohio and Tennessee,
began.
WE BUY THIS IN ENORMOUS*, QUANTITIES DIRECT
Paducah Brewery, brick on Monroe
ado. This _thing of pass;ng ordi- interests of the public, but to neglecs
FROM THE MANUFACTURER AND HAVE NOT ADnances, having for •their true object the interest of the man of means who between Ninth and Tenth, $2,000.
Mrs. WM. T. McCutcheon, frame "THIS IS MY 76TH BIRTHDAY"
VANCED PRICES AS MOST STORES HAVE.
the giving of a monopoly of whiskey acts honorably by his fellows. The
-Redfield Proctor.
be exerted on Fourth between Elizabeth and
WE INVITE A COMPARISON OF THE FOLLOWING
and beer selling to a certain little power of the nation must
;
to stop crimes of cunning no less than Broad, $R5o
Proctor, whom it
Redtield
Senator
GOODS.
WE ARE SO SURE THEY ARE RIGHT THAT
reason.
of
is
pale
gang
the
beyond
Matt Husbands, brick addition on
st
crimes of violence."
is rumored may soon resign his seat
Clark and Seventh. $400.
THEIR
WILL
REAL
YOU
AT ONCE RECOGNIZE
As long as the business is permitted
United States senate in favor
Charles McGoodwin, frame stable in the
THAN
MUCH
THIEPRICES
BEING
GREATER
AS
in this c.ty the general council should
VALUE
of his son, who is now governor of
frhe Chronicle of Chicago has sus- on Tenth between Tennessee,. and
see to it that no monopoly exists,
Vermont, was born in Proctorsville.
INDICATE.
Jones,
$75.
pended publication and one of the
1831. He began his pot,
June
Vt
and that body owes it to the decent
GOOD INDIA LINON AT 5C.
Edward' Price, frame addition on
best newspapers west of New York
in 1867, when he was
Ninth between Leake and Bachman, litical career
people of this city to not suffer it to
GREAT INDIA LINONS AT 10c, 12 1-2c, 1.5C AND 15C.
of
its
house
elected to the Vermont
passes out of existence. In
$65.
be the tool in the hands of those
was
THESE
_
GOODS ARE ACTUALLY WORTH ONE-THIRD
he
1876
In
representative!.
superior,
make-up it did not have a
Sears groceiY, frame in Kinkead
governor, and two
wily and unscrupulous schemers.
lieutenant
elected
MORE
THAN
OUR PRICES.
owned
near island Creek, $400.
and but a few equals. It was
years later he was elected governor.
Such aq ordinance can be repealed
Wheeler,
on
Mary
brick
Thirteenth
a
wrecked
wile
by John R. Walsh,
Ile was lieutenant in the Third Verat any , time that it may suit the
between Burnett and Flournoy, $1,000
bank in Chicago in promoting railmont regiment at the opening of the
Mrs. M. B. Austin, frame on Hjawhiskey and beer trust to have it
war, and was later on* Gen. W.
road deals in Indiana, and who is ban boulcrand between- 711ad•son nd
FOR SEPARATE SKIRTS AND SUITS.. WHITE, BLACK
repealed, provided they control the
staff. After the war he
Smith's,
F.
federal
the
in
indictment
now under
Harrison, $t,aoo.
AND POLKA DOT DUCKS AT 10cpracticed law and left that professgeneral council. The truth of the
A. P. Kelly. frame on Sixteenth becourt. While its policy was someion to become a merchant. Under
ETAMINE WEAVE SU ITINGS IN PLAIN.COLORS
a
matter is this, the gang fears that".
what independent, yet it was an out tween Madison and Harrison. P.m°. President Harrison he was secretary
C.
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Fred
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Mayfield
Metzger,
on
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of war and in that position made a
and out corporation newspaper and road.
$3.5oo.
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COME
this city, and the character of an ordiatHe paid aparticular
tine rd.&
a bitter foe to municipal owncrsihp as
W. J. I-tolt, frame on' Twelfth beFANCY COTTON SUIT INGS IN HEAVIER WEIGHT AT
tention to the -coast defenses and
nance referred to is calculated to be well as to organized labor. Its news tween
Trimble and Burnett. $zors
the administration sites for
under
used as the means to pacify some service, however, was of the very
15C.
Mrs. Jessie Coleman. brick on Broad
fortifications were purchased, money
voters. If any„otne has any doubts' pest.
BETTER ON2 AT 25C AND 29C YARrl.
. way betweem,Third and Second. $L- was appropriated for construction of
500.
on the score as -to whether the probatteries and mines, thc great gun
_
Miss Young, frame on Jefferson beposed ordinance is gotten up for the
factory at Watervliet was taken for
Rats are the grafters of the farm tween Twenty-third and Twenty- the manufacture of heavy guns, and
benefit of the c:ty or for the benefit
A LOT OF GINGHAMS IN NEAT DRESS STYLES AT
and
devour the contents of the corn fourth. $1.000.
other measures for similar guards of
of the local whiskey and beer trust,
Christ Liebel. two frames on Kentheir political doubles devour
the nation's safety were adopted.
as
crib,
1-2C A YARD.
7
tucky between Ninth and Tenth,$300
we have only to say that it is gotten
Since 189t he has represented Ver
the public crib. Pois- each.
of
contents
the
FANCY
GINGHAMS, ALSO SOLID COLORS, AT 10C
up at the instance of the trust and
mont in the senate.
on, traps and dogs ahouid be used Ri
AND
12
1.-2C.
that fact makes it plain that the
Small Mortality Rate.
1 to destroy the first , while votes,
IMPERIAL CHAMIRAY GINGHAMS, SOLID COLORS,
trust is always on the look out for
The number of burials at Oak Grove
juries should ideal with
15c.
its own interests and ,never for the !prisons and
cemetery the past month were small
the second.
in number, evidencing a healthy non
CLOSING A LOT OF BUNGALOW .SUITING% (MERinterest of the city. That gang was
McCracken Circuit Court.-Globe
dition of affairs lh the city. Only
CERIZED)
AT 15C. FORMER PRICE WAS 35C. IT IMIbehind the wide open saloons that
Trust company, adm'r. of
The setecial edition just published eight colored an six white people Bank &
SILK.
RAJAH
were so notorious a year or so ago,
TATES
vs.
Plaintiff.
Jeremiah CallaghU,
were intered there.
and we deem it a *piece of insolence by the News-Democrat, setting forth
John Callaghan and others, defend•
ants, equity.
for them to now ask the city to pass the advantages of Paducah, is a very
City's Finances.
referred
be
action
this
that
Ordered
The
especially
one
and
indeed,
creditable
financial
statement for the
ordinances for their special benefit.
City of Paducah for the month of to Cecil Reed, master commissioner
12 STYLES NEW SWISS RUFFLED CURTAINS JUST IN
The people of Paducah are watching'so when the fact that all newspapers
May shows that June starts off with of McCracken circuit court, to take
BY
and
E.XPRESS.
printing
houses
been
have
short
this matter, and the best thing the
a several thousand dollar difieit, due proof of assets and liabilities of the
of
conis
months
printers
deed.,
several
for
RUFFLED CURTAINS 50C PAIR.
.PLAIN
Callaghan,
to a trea4ury left depleted the first of estate of Jeremiah
aldermen can do is to drop the matclaims
against
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all
and
this
year
FIGURED RUFFLED CURTAINS 98C PAIR.
on account of the vttravater and keep on weeding out the
said estate are required to properly
of
gance
the
Republicans
who
went
BETTER ONES AT $1.15 AND $1.25
lawless saloons.
out of office City Auditor AM.-Kander verify and file the same, before said
THEY ARE DIFFERENT FROM AkYTHING 'WE HAVE
The Chicago police assert that Kinlaland made
up his report ,yester- fommissiones, on ar before the and
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destroy
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day
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day,
showing
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Isaac A. Kelly.
be forever barred from asserting any
on,
hand
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FIRST CLASS GOODS AND FINE VALUES.
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May
THEY
masonic
KenThe
fraternity of
$t 1.955-42 was collected, $14,713.74 claim against the assets in the hands
SAID NOTHING ABOUT OUR BIG STOCIC
HAVE
WE
tucky sustained a great loss in the this crusade they will have the hearts spent,
leaving a balance on hatid now of the Globe Bank & Trust Co,
death of Isaac A. Kelly, suneriaten- of every true man an pare woman of of $18,646.73, agianst which -there is adrrir., of said ;estate unadministered,
OF HOSIERY-THE MOST COMPLETE SHOWING EVER
charged up $2,o belonging, to the and all persons are hereby enjoined
dent of the Masonic Widows and the land with them.
SEEN IN A PADUCAH STORE-PLAIN GAUZE HOSE.
street bond issue, and whick:cannot and restrained from collecting their
Orphans Home at Louisville, lie
LACE HOSE-ALL SORTS OF HOSE FOR MEN, WObe used for anything else, taus has claims against said estate, except
The milliner is exenvpt from Presiwas the right man in the right place,
CAN'T WE SHOW YO
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been checked agtinst for tZtelinary. through this su't. And it is ordered
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in
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and when that is said, all is said: dential- criticism. Roosevelt declinep expe.neses ,subject to
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order
that this
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Paducah Daily Register as required Unngnnuu *"
With 2so orphans and so widows to pass judgment on spring hats. Is
law.
by
Revenue Stain9, Deputy.
aiteitered tteete, during the eleven he acquiring. prudence?
Given under my hand, as clerk of #
Stamp Deputy Louis T.. Bebbut colyears atat Mr. -Kelly was in charge
Ananias Club Snap Shots.
court, this Mlay 23rd, tgoy.
U
said
lected $9,989.66 for revenue ;stamps
(St. Louis Republic )
of the institution, not a word of
J. A. MILLER, Clerk.
issued, during May, while eighty-five
a
complaint ever reached the Grand
By W. C. KIDD. D. C. ,,,,o0"
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by
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Long each, will soon begin on a new
Sign of Convalescence.
body of the state. Superintendent',hook, "A Wild Animal I Have
(Boston Herald.)
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Fire Departments.
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Kelly endeared himself to those in Known."
U
small boy had been very ill,
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fire
departments
experienced
but he was on the convalescent list,
his charge and the memory of him 1
finite, a drill Torah as only sixteen
to the family's great jot, and this is
that will henceforth be cherished by , Soene•-alay the Roosevelt liars may runs Were made and a number of
these how they knew. When the docte --Jake'Biederman Grocery and Bak- ,Enxley was once talking to Sir
be able to hold a chnvention and
the Earthquake carpet
those who knew him so well will be adopt resolutions and by-laws.
were in• responding to false • alarms.
4:441
,,aboat. tire-heating pow.
other morning the lad ing Co., sell
Nome of the blazes proved very cost- came in the"Say, I want- something cleaner Ind brusher.
all the flowers that
sweeter than
„
piped up:
er of nature. "Stuff," "hid Gull.
Mr. Bryan accuses Mr. Roosevelt, ly, that destroying Vie Annie Cox to eat. I'm tired of taking nourishwill covet his last resting place when
"Nine times out of- ten nature does
of
Be residence on Kentucky avenue being ment."
stealing Democratic ideas.
Hrmd beat carpets are not clean. IN want to cure the
he is laid away tornorroie afternoon.
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all.
careful, Mr. Bryan.
to put him in his coffin."
His life and character hive left their
We Wive a nraelase. Phone 121.
England,
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-"Earthquake," the carpet cleaner,
Drowning represents one of the
Marriage Lkenta.
)nunde4 ten years ago, has 2,900 .-Elarthinake, the carpet cleaner.
The county clerk issued twenty-fiv4 membet9- -Sad girls who were under his fatherly greatest causes of accidektal death.
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iAtthe churches •Liebling Recital

'Lou wilkhave another opportuni
to buy one of

Kentucky Opera House

I

A grand rally, will 'be held all of ing at eight o'elock at the Mechanics-today at the Oakland Methodiet burg Methodist church.
Well known composer and pianist in most attractive proU--joy the attractive features.
gram.
_
Second Baptist.
the Benton road, under charge of
The Second Baptist church pulpit!
•
Rev. T. J. Owen, pastor of that congregation. lie has prepared for an will be filled tomorrow morning and
Immense affair and hundreds veill be evening by Rev. L. G. Graham.
out, many going from the city to enRevival Commences.
church, ten miles from Otis city. on
Tickets on sale at Theatre box office 9-12 • o'clock
Saturday
This evening the groat revival
This morning at is o'clock a serHave advance sale tickets reserved.
morning.
mon will be delivered asy Rev. W arn;r eras in the huge tent erected at
Effallatleallaellotelettentsaaanuaggeomegigoi
T. Bolfing of the Broadway Metho- • :cUi1,.:.1Cjackson streets and prosdist,church, while :elev. Peter Fields poets are 'for one of the most sacof the Third street Methodist cherale eassful series ever given here, by
v. Peter Fields of the Third street
witrbe out in the afternoon to preach.
At :noon a big baeket pisnic dingier Methodist church, who has charge
teill'be served upon the grounds and with ab'e assistants. It is requested
ja
feast enjoyed. Professor Bamberg- that this evening all the singers of
•
or, the cornetist of this city and Mr. th.e city who desire helping in the
E-mateett Rudolph,the great singer of choir to come and join, as they will
the New Hope neighborhood, Will be organized by Rev. L. L. Pickett,
both be there to supply the mersital the renowned divine, publisher and
:treltU U UIVSUUdiltUttlItlattlt and -vocal features that occur under SOng writef, who arrives today from
euirville -where yesterday he was
-12
their d'rection.
ta
NOTES OF.,LABOR.
Rev. Owen expects -to conduct one .enmated for governor, by the proof the greatest religious gatherings, 1.-aaition party of this state. He is
talented:musician and singer and
ka
iotv
tess
:
e . numerous songs used-the
tacky. He preaches at Oakland
to- v. orld
night andtomorrow morning, returnItev.j.33.'Harris of Eastern Ken• t T.be buildipg industsly , of al,din ing then to the city.
tucky, and Rev. Mr. Smiley of Mis'CATALOGUES AND PRICES GIVEN UPON REQUEST.
-Vaffected
I),
.asids vicinity is aertouliay
sissippi, both arrive today to help
'Another
Revival
'Starts.
•
briekl4.ve:4
.the. lockout ,of i0s
NOAH ENGLISH'MUFF 'M- .aoal masons
Sunday evening Protracted meet- with :the ,protracted meeting. Serwen:ante,
which.receetly,
ING FROM APPIMIDIing-1011
be started at the Methodist vices tonight will be at 7:45 o'clock,
&effect. The =Use. ot dbe:lockmat
%stele tomorrow morning the Third
CITIS.
the_men's deznand foe.ain e gboleni: chtrreli on West Tennessee street by
street Methodigt church wil hold its
assistRev.
T.
J.
Owen,
be
-*ill
who
:day. The moe,.it,it,said,•.have fonds
Sunday school at 9:30 o'clock at the
OLD PHONE 481-a
c1
the
Rev.
326-28 S. 3rd St
inodelivering
sermons,
by
NEW 743amounting toahreeAuatters of 2 miltent. (One of the ministers will
MA John Clark Badly •Britiatad by Do hareedollars a0d. are -wan prepared Mr. 'Wise of Sturgis, Ky.; who is expected • tonight for that' The wor- preach tomorrow morning at xi WIIIININNWIPM•••••=igh
f.
ing Dragged by Runawat Mors. I
.for_a long fight..
ship, will be held each afternoon and o'clock, and ,7:45 o'clock tomorrow
-Others. Ailing.
nht, while at 2:30 o'clock in the
.Paactically
of_ the. New.. _Erig- evening throughout the coming
arterneon,..a meeting will be held esseveral
weeks.
Tonight
the
ladies
of
and mills of nie Internatiouel Paper
pecially for the young people.
this
congregation
give
cream
an
iee
twe
%company are ..ow, operating wider
Ai died of ill omen ,eein to le
social at the church banding and exsettled somewhere around -the fi re- .an ,eight-hour *alas. The latest Ito tend cordial invitation-s for
Attractive Speaker.
everyek
earwe
stat-eies the cession. art the
department of this city, as test
.
Mrs.
:Fessenden arrived yesSusan
body
attend.
to
TirA.Len Kothran died of apyetrdi 'ci- plooes of the company's mills at Berterday evening from Corbin, K1.,
Preach
at
Lone
We have a fine line of Marble, Granite and Stone Monubeak.
ire
schedbefo
time
new
lin,
N.
W.,
tile
whets.
lia. while this morning shortly
Rev. W. J. Naylor of the Paducah where she spoke Thursday night, and
ments which show the best of workmanship and high deule still go inteeefte•t,
s•
one o'clock another firemen,
City Mission will preach • tomorrow last evening she addresse^ crowded
gree of artistic conception. Our smallest and lowest priced
at
operated'en
Noah English was
morning and evening at the Lone house at the Mechanicsburg MethoMonuments have an air of distinction.
Farm help is 's° searee through de
Riverside hoapital for the same a ifOak Met-leas: church.
- •-• dist curch, making a talk that drew
Parties desirous to beautify their lots should inspect our
ounecticul
serioi
adericuitural
sections
of,
C
a
a
developed
met*, he having
intense interest from everybody pres----ttline of curbing and menuments in
case of appendicitis last night. TI se *at farmers ancauniting to pay the
ent.
She proved a speaker of eloKentucky Av.'nue Presbyterian.,
operation is apparently •a encoess ane ..pens pf ankrortising fee- and • .Rey. J.: 2. genry of tbeiKeittc
quence, and much force.
point
ines
He
i
somoseentrat,.
ngiqg
to
lie germ* to be resting wall.
Today she participates in the conavenue Prebyterian church wi
and usamen from;she reapoet• where preach tomorrow
of the Tenth end Jones street •statio
vention to be held . by the W. C. T.
morning
'Charon
e isantigoents are sottlentable.
Remember we have the largest, best and most distinctive
akietl* he has been cortfined for th
ity," win at evening hour the pulpit U. in the lecture room of the Broadpast day or two before -the attoes. de
line in the Purchase.
while at the evening hour the pulpit way Methodist church, beginning
220 South Third St.
Einpigying litkitionhere..bave de-- will be filled 'by Mrs.
*eloped well.
Suean•S. Fes- tpis morning at -to o'clock. The prothe
clined lite overtmes inade by
Dragged by Hares.
senden, the great temperance worker gram follows:
'Mr: John Clerk, the Thirteenth and' NiationaloCivic Fadesation ,to.arrasge who comes: here for the t-finvention
The following is. the program of
Ifampton avenue grocer, was deieine 3. meet*, with a.keisident
%to be held* the county efirgairuzation the McCracken County W. C. T. U.
his wagon at Fourth avid • Jefferson GOaapers,, of the American. Federa--it-convention to be held in the lecture
yeateeday when a bolt -came off and tion taf L,Labor, in asterence to -setroom of the Broadway Maethodist
Tenth- Street Quietism
thealltaiking Rev. Georgeell. Fancy
let -the shaft drop upon -the heels of tling the.slikrences
church, commencing tomorrow morn
preaches
on
-his spirited horse. The plungino sad- lithegaphers.
munion vol 'to held at to:45 o'clock to ing at to o'clock: yerhed the shafts remit-deftly from
atorrow mossaing at the Teeth street
Opening Exercises-Singing folThe wagicinemen .0f .114tuntoka are Christian church, while at
▪ the rig, and -dashed down the street
it o'clock lowed with reading of Scripture and
They
hope
formes*
party.
a labor
with Mr. Clark dragging iflorig,
'Rev. George H. Farley preaches on prayer.
hien•sentangled in the reins. He ex- to be able.to form s .00alition of all "The Fonr-sioare Men," and -at 8
Roll call delegates responding with
I -senores mad ed into elteeetataingo-am- o'clock in the -evening his
ericated himself after going half
literary selection.
air
theme
1
taign with she expectation ,of ac- be "Chriatiano-The
block. arid efe aped want only seven
Appontment of commetees and
Antitype" The
c omplisbing some procjecal *results. presence of every member is alleged, miscellaneous business.
lereiees, no bones being brekens
• Aso*, Opererdan.
while visitors me extended a esordiall Address-"The Salvation
Army
'The Westen Federotioo..of.aeiners, vrekome.
werd -kom Uniontown. Ky., is that
and the Liquor Tra...c," by Ensign
serat
Evans‘
which has .iieett, brought *to
?dr. 'Earl Berry has been to
---UL. D. Taylor.
.Ville. 'Ind.: for as operation. He is prominence by the Harwood trial at
Address-"The Question of the
Trirgbie Street Methodist
iseriewily 'ill and was sestomyessied 40 Boise, held its first aianye.ntion Ion 'Me Value of Secret Orders" is flour," by Rev. W. J. Naylor, counEvansellks by his brothers, - Meagre Nlay Is. Ittad, in Butte,. alatit.„.wath the 1.111444 of • the -sermon te be ty chairman of the Anti-Saloon
Jearal.•and W A. Berry et this city. forty-two delegates, present 14001_61- specitly delivered tomorrow morn.' league.
ga AC n local anions.
•Seriously M.
ing at the Trimble street Meehodiet
Vocal Solo-"The Woken Pinion,"
Edith, the little daughter M Mr.
church by• Roo- George W. Banks to .by Ms. H. M. Hagan.
6opeco4olearees
It is estimated that
soil M. Clarence Shoreill is very
the Koights of Pythias, who gather . Introductofy address by Mrs. Su low•oirith pneumonia and measaes at *ill be needed aluring this% *Cason as at that edifice for ther annual wor- ean S. Fessenden.
Oferent sectina# of Canada ii. clan- ship. - tfhe Pytheos meet at ions • I'mprokiptu address.
their home on Fountain avenue:
etgucting new igilroads. Noteleticam- o'clock tomorrow morning at their
-C.anlelra Expiodott
Noon recess until 2 o'clock.
Mr. 'Lyman Ward. of Coeinoson, esee de going itu commisaistge and hall on Broadway near Fifth street
Afternoon Session.
yesterday had his fate swathed in all available ones will be .chartered and pranced in a Italy to the church
Singing,
•
bandoree caused by •Oxplosino of-4tis for the new oprnigrants dot tre tor•.-the worship. -tTomorrow night
Report of Ammittee on resolutlooDoCameos With which he was trying to boated in Greet „latitain tor
none
"Lev. Banks fills the pulpit also.
•
take a -flashlight photograph of mitgon.
Address-"Why Mothers Should
•driends grouped in the parlor'Then'Belong to the W. C. T. U.," by Mrs. scheduled to arrive in Paducah at ONE LEGGED MAN
a-German Empigelical.
prevent a :lewd-let incroaae .14
kley night at Mrs. 0. Bowyer's home.
'YieldBk-n to Temptation" will be .Rearl Norvell, superintendent of 6:10 Albs evening.
SWIMS GUT •TO SAFETY.
out fit "hiew tiee" the. oost of housue in Sari Frassolico,
1200 Jetlet,00.
She is down for a lecture tonight
on by Rev. William Hour- Mothers' meetings, -PaOticah W. C.
preached
alk
!sadly Awned his 'hands,, face arel tenants have been gpietly organitheig
in the Mechanicsburg Methodist His Other Two Companions Were
an' tomorrow morning at the Gér,of
deinaads
combat
the
curtains
to
rotor
ignited a sullen
tbe
h d, settle
ekddress-"Dawn of the Coming church.
man
rherch on South
Drowned-Boat Capsized in
and feared up, but were oefekty pul- the landlords. The, yew orgasm* 'Fifth street, and
Dfty," by Rev. S. B. Moore, pastor
the
is
the Miami River,
at
'service
Sunday
afternoon
she
will
speak
..alinsists
e*tingniehedl
have
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s
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Mr.
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down'
taut,
led'
childeen's chorus' *ill 'present the of the first Christian church, Pa- again in the lecture room of the
-tmong it, Inet1Tbeni.
•
it Nititing hese. .
mureeal fealleres. "Ileavery" is tEl ducah.
Dayton, 0., May v.-Two men
Broads\ ay Methedist church and
theme by De flourgoin tomorrow
eetadrees-Mrs. Susan. S.,Fessenden. Sunday evenihg in the Kentucky av- were' drowned and a third had a narVIF.191.W.-111otiei.
-In' the near weir* wore attention oeveessea.
row escape while the three were in
Miscellaneous business.
enue Presbyterian church.
All' merribire of Jessey Camp 'No. teed! be given to the ,Southern states
--11---`
a boat on the Miami river near here
Senediction.
During
her
stay
in
Padworfi
Mn.
10. VII: 0. IT., are lkireby entifwel
,tbe Olosierican FellesatiOn of Lathis afternoon. Five men'
,armed
German
Lutimgan.
:The delegates M11 hold a business Fessenden will be the guest of .Mrs.
-to meet it their hall, 1429 Smelt •bot, which is planning to Ibuild up t
the, outing party.
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Rev.
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and
Mrs.
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sessiop
immediately
adjournRam.
after
morning
at
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Third. sereet, fytwiday
Atelanger lobor Move:Droo* that secOtto Henn, aged twenty-three,
-morrow t mornitor and ntebt at the ment.
e.
Rev. George C. Lovemer, pastor
o'clock a. m...to telloteort in tioveilbes tet of the eountry.
married, and James ,Custy, afed
German Luthemn chural. on South
of
Tremont
Temple,
Boston,
says:
at 2.30' p.
ceremonies at 'Sttenyilles .
Mrs. !Sloan S. Fessenden spoke at
twenty-nine, married; and William
a
Fourth -greet.
th it day. Conveyances wiliebe
m..
Corium %y., lam evening and is "I regard an audience fortunate that Lucas, aged thirty, single, were
f741•Chelen*omen composition
occan secure the services of Mrs. SuFinu Baptist
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cupying the boat when the accident
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S.
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of
Calvin
M.
Fessenden.
and
Rev.
The dignity
lot tbe round trip will be-twenty-five paid Vie sante wages as toga, after
graciousness of her presence add occurred. Cuity was unable to swim
First :Beptist church today goes -to
cents. Both Groves of'W. C. are
aporenticeship Ood the
years'
five
charm to the richness of her thought and when lhe boat overturned he
Mar6u, Teem, where tomoreow morn
eespeetfully invited -to ske part. paesiog
of a teat as to being fully ing is The Bapest church he delivers
and the. eloquence of her speech. clung tenaciously to Henn, both
Signed,
She is a noble defender of a noble drowning, Lucas, a one-legged man,
the
'the
sermon
-for
Clerk.
traccidaitreate
cCsfaft.11. BROADIFIC>OT,
cause. I always hear her with profit managed to swim to safety.
gfadttates el tag Plell-Mcxrdy Ineti•enteenaIt is the inteiiiicet of the
and delight."
tide of /bet veto Rev. t. L.'Ellis of
Slow for $gyo.
•to es- Martin tomes today and, preaches toPittsburg, 4.7 falling.
"or lfroteste• you can .wit hat five lions] lalsoto-Erigeavers'•uniee
cemeomptive morrow morn-lug at the First Baptist
aid
Cincinnati.
2o.6 falling.
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a
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Vernon, 13.3 rising.
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morning
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"What
Man
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Rev. J. R. Clark has gone to TenGood cigar! are not all imv.
Mt. Carmel, 7.9 rising.
tion of Laser, but do photo.
Says When He Comes to Himself.''
ingYear Acidosis,
nessee•to preace tomorrow, therefore
p
Nashville, 9.o falling.
ers are the first to take 'activeitelps the pulpit of the North Twelfth
At the evening. hour his theme will
ported.
GEO..W. OLIVER
be "Man's Ways ..and God's Ways"
In the matter.
Chattanooga, 4.4 falling..
,Lac, Cruses, N. M.
streets Baptistaalistion,eherch will -be
Florence, 3.3 falling.
Imported cigars ate not all
lilted by Rev. J. ft. Stewart. who
Johnsonville, ea) falling.‘
JAPS BUILD NEW STEAMERS
It is stated 'by C. C. George-son,1 In estimate furnished by a statue -preaches: at 7:45 o'clock.
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COURT FLAYS LOAN AGENTS

ews and

Notes

CRAZE

Six-Hile Walk Every Day
Judge Landis Orders Two of Them
Serve as an Antidote for
Fined and Imprisoned.
the Game.

prpgrymE

WOMAN

Will

Guy Nance rbSon

"II notice," °ben ved tbe quarts
Mwed, pug-nosed min, alto didn't boob
as if he'd know the dithirence between
Chicago, Ill., May31.-Loan agents
Alexander Peek, a well-to-do farmi the higher and nobler and • load of
who prey upon •impecunions clenkis er,lthree miles south of this city, be. steam coal-"I noti.:e that the back
:UNDERTAKERS and EMBALME.R.S
The Brooklyn pitchers have been and wax fat upon excessive interest (loves he has solved the football
craze advertising ends of s.ime of the magasluing good work this season, but the charges were given an object lesson with his son. Mr. Peck,
reports the lines publish a testimouial as to the 211-213 South Third Street..
PADUCAH KY.
team's hitting has been on the blink. yesterday in the federal court, when Indianapolis News, has a boy of
merits of a certain brand of unscentfootJudge Landis ordered two of their ball age, who attends the high school ed toilet soap, written by one of the
.‘t last Indianapolis is right in the number to pay heavy fines and serve in this city, and has for two
likalelLatateiCalier
years. short-haired ladies who has been doing her little bit during the past half
melon patch. They have some of the jail sentences. The sentences were When the football mania first
incentury or so toward obtaining the
greatest ball players in the country imposed on charges of contempt of vaded this section be was much
sought
this season-playing in Detroit, Mon- court after John E. Delaney, a young after to join the Alexandria team, as tranchlee for womer..
▪
-The picture of the woman who
treal and other cities.
telegraph operator and employe of the be was of athletic build and possemed
Capital stock
$100,000
Postal Telegraph company, complain- of heroie courage. The boy confided Likes the unscented map is run with
Surplus
Dick Cooley has found that all ed Driven to desperation by the at- his ambition to his father, who wanted the ad, and her testimonial is surely
$34,000
baseball associations are not alike. ed by G. R. Hontzinger, a noted brok- to know why he desired to loin an or- a heap fulsome and gushy for a purely
voluntary
Last season he led the Western with er with offices in the Chamber of ganization that meant weekly Injury
contribution.
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
"fa the course of her remarks in
Topeka ad this season he is explor- Commerce building, and W. L. Dun- and possible frequent diadgurement.
to business intrusted to us.
ing the cellar in the American with can, a son of John A. Duncan of Hol- "I need the exercise," was the re. the testimonial she says this: 'I abbe: a perfumed woman:
his Louisville bunch.
0 W. ROBERTSON. Prest
N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
lis & Duncan, paper bag manufactur- loindez; "I don't get enough exercise
"Pm going to take, with your kind
*.ti enjoy my meals."
ers.
"Doctor" Newton, the ex-High- employing to extort payment was exPeck. pere, was equal to the emer- eartaisaloa, a short-arm aft at that
lander, is showing the real fancy terntpts of the two men to collect a gency. "Hereafter, my son," said he, remark of kers about the perfumed
svork in Montreal. The doctor's re'Instead of riding to school in the 1111111111112.
Both Phones, No. ficia
small sum which he had borrowed,
moval from the vicinity of Coney Deaney had appealled to the federal morning on the traction line, mid home 'Pm a regular bug over a well-perIsland has done him a world of good. court for relief by filing voluntary In the evening, you can walk If that fumed woman.
"To sae • perfumed woman Is the
lees not furnish you sufficient exercise.
was paying interest at the rate of 18o
For some unexplained reason a bankrupt-cy papers. The secret milt- I can find something else for you to real Nang in femininity.
"The daintily perfumed woman, who,
number of Philadelphia fans have chinery which the note brokers were lo in the mornings and eveninge."
For almost two years, winter as weN when she swishes peat you, has sometaken a dislike to Ernest Courtney. employing
to extrot payment was ex- as
summer, except on tainy days, the .lag about her that makes you vaguePerhaps if he was a "cut-up" he posed in court
and brought forth, boy has
trudged uncomplainingly to ly recall the *Id b.oneysuekle-covered
would stand well with them.
Juidlgie Landis' severe scricture.
Alexandria, three miles away, and porch that you knew a quarter of a
Judge Scores Loan Agents.
home in the same way. The exercise *enter/ ago-she's the one fee mine.
• Charleston, S. C., has a player
"I have seen all kinds of disgrace- has been
beneficial, but financially it She carries with her the seggeetten of
named Frost, and he is all right at ful episodes."
said the court, "but I aas been a losing game
for his father espbodelian meadows and starlit dells,
that.
have never seen such pitiable exhibi- tor, the boy's
appetite has grown to the cool aroma of corttnelds at dusk.
tion as this one, hounding a poor be something
"She swirls by you and leaves la
phenomenal, as has his
The Pittsburg team played a weak
young telegraph operator to despa't growth in weight and
strength, of itself pear heart a little chiming back to the
game during their first eastern trip.
by perjury and other contemptible of far more value than money.
Noth- wild roses that you picked on you/
With the exceptions of Hans Wag- methods
and all for a little dirty ing is ever said by the son of
"lack of way to the old crick where you west
ner they little resembled the pirates
money."
exercise," and If he continues to hank- In swiatmin'
of old.
Hontzinger was fined $too and sen- er afler membership In the football 'When the daintily pertained wot need to serve ninety days in jail, team, he is wise enough to keep it te man finu-trous la or out of your Wiles
The Pacific Coast league has an
while a fine of $150 was imposed' up- blmself, fearing a nightly introductiou you sort o' Sim bank to those old
umpire by the name of Derrick. He
mornings of your Mahood when the
on Duncan and he was ordered coin- to a good-sized woodpile at halm.
ought to be good at lifting the playlust-awakened dawn smelt so sweet
metted for eighty days.
ers from the game.
alter you'd turned out early to chop
IMMENSE IRON MINES.
Following the filing of the bankthe kindling wood for the kitchen fire.
ruptcy papers in the federal court
Modern Home Plumbing.
Havana. Cuba, is not the only city
-She's feminine, the well-perfumed'
some time ago Judge Landis had or- Those of Canada Bid Fair to Surveil
where they chase the umpire out of
Any Others in the
woman; that'. all.
dered an injunction to issue against
An of our plumbing coothe lot after the game. Report has
"I want 'eat feminine all the Wei
World.
Hotirtzinger restraining him from
tracts
are executed by the best
it that such a thing occurred recentthrough for mine.
bringing suit in the municipal courts
ly in a place called Xew York.
"Canada
will
yet
skilled
furnish
to
the world
"Like 'em to wear unsanitary clothes
mechanics, under our personal supto collect a sum
money which DeIts Iron supply. It will be Pat the Basle Aid things. I never gave two looks at
ervision, and no detail, no mater hoe.,
laney
had
borrowed
on
and
which
he
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The Cincinnati players have asked
with iron as with wheat. A deem:Sofro= a woman wearing these so-called comwas paying interest _ the tate of 180
unimportant it Easy seem,escapes our six-IPresident Hermann to divide the renow Canada will outstrip all otter co tin. mon-sense clothes and shoes and such
per cent a year.
lion.
ceipts of all exhibition games with
tries is wheat growing. TkaproducUos gear, and I never met any other man
We use the famous .,-,ttneve f!'
In the course of the examinatiov
them. With such nerve -the Reds
of iron at a dumper rate time it can be that did. I want 'em to wear just as
Parceldn
Enameled
yesterday
it came our that Hontzinger made
Plumbing Frall'Ll,
should be higher in the pennant race.
elsewhere will came Canada to I WO heels as over they blame pleat*
had sold the five notes which he held take a
which are the best mad-. ry r!..(e..tet '
similar politica as fat as Won is to wear, and the tighter and atraiehtme
to Duncan so as to evade the court seciosined.
your work with in, you are isu;
ee .
Manager Jack Carney of Trenton
Is Ma years Gamedg will front their corsets, why, the better IL
injunction.
The suit was then to be havehoseme at. eat esetallargleal emu.
has concluded that too many ex-masuits me. The stayleas woman looks
best
material and ss orkmanatup
jor league players are a plenty. Ile filed in Duncan's name. The court try. You will see an ken induery in like a combination of an Ellis Island
Let
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quote you prices.
ordered
to
let
the
two
men
go
take dominion larger them In any other immigrant and a fat lady out of a
has released Brodie, Connors, Durwith the declaration that he wou'd cdisati7 in the 'world." Time salth Dr. Rubes§ picture to me, and the woman'
ham and Magoon.
.
suggest a grand jury investigation no P. L. T. Remelt, the French
Both Phone., No 201
neetallurlS rrith Sat-heeled shoes of the so-called
tse South Fourth St
Umpire "Slats" Davis of the South District Attorney Sim, when Delaney !cal airport, inventor of the electris eommon-sense kind looks to VA as If
Atlantic League, delivers the follow- informed the court that he was still smelting process named in his honor. she ought to be a policeman, or carryPig iron, be says, Is the basis for strue. ing the hood, or something like that.
ing spiel before the game: "Ladies the subject of persecution.
Action.
Drastic
Court
Takes
tura'
and other steel "At present Can"Me for the womanny woman.
and Gentlemen, This Lame will be
Further investigation brought out ada spends $60,000,000 to $60,000,00 is
"Guam. a lyre, or • harp, or a fuplayed under the rules of the National Association of Professional the fact that snit had, been filed undtr buying steel abroad. The idea ought to gelhorn, or a kazoo, or any old thing,
Baseball leagues, supplemented by Duncan's name in he municipal court be to make that steel in this country out that may sing the glories and the
the rules of this league as laid down whereupon the judge took drastic ac- of Canadian material by the aid of praises of the purely feminine woman!
Canadian water power and Canadian la"She was here in the world's earl,
by President Boyer, and they will be that,.
=Low setgave
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the weld.
It was admitted by Duncan and bor. Think of what it means! The re- dawn, and she's going to be right here
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enforced to the letter. Play ball!"
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steel, and other classes of the prod"I never could see the woman win
joying a hoof this spring promise to can, who handed it back to the note uct
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sition to be held at the Union Stock
The brother and sister inherited proceeded on their way. Ordinarily an manse, and they don't mete half as
yards in this city n October. The considerable property from their pa- elk will go through barbed wire fence many mistakes as we men do.
exhibtion will be affiliated with the rents, the terms of the will being and Metter it for great distances, but
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REAL ESTATE BARGAINS

Knew But Few Words of English,
Yet al.new How to B..
Polite.

WE PAY 4 PER CENT.
MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
310 Broadway
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For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Paducah, we
have placed copies of the directories o f the cities named below in the more
ing Register office at 523 Broadway, where the public is invited to cat
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.

THE SIXT I CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
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,
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:List of Directories on File
MANITOU, COLO.
ALLEMIENY CITY, PA.
MEMPHIS. TENN.
ATI A N TA, OA.
MILWAUKEE, WI&
BALTIMORE, MD.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
BOSTON, MASS,
NASHVILEE, TENN.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN%
IAUGATUCK, CONII.
BRONX, N. Y.
liEWARIC, N. J.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
40INEW ALBANY, IND.
BUFFALO, N. T.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
CINCINNATI, 0.
NEWPORT, KY.
CHICAGO, ILL.
NEW YORK CITY,
CLEVELAND, 0.
NORWICH, CONN,
COLUMBUS, O.
PADUCAH, KY.
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. PHILADELPHIA. PA.
RICIIMOND, IND.
COVINGTON, KY.
RICHMOND, VA.
DAYTON, 0.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAZ
DENVER, COLO.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
DETROIT, MICH.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
MINN.
DULUTH,
SOUTHPORT, CONN,
FAIRFIELD, COMM.
SPAIN:WIELD, 0.
INDIANAPOLIS,
STRATFORD, CONN.
JENPERSONVILLE;
SUPERIOR'CITY, MINN.
KANSAS CITY, KA&
TOLEDO, 0.
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
UTICA, N. T.
CAL.
ANGELES,
LOS
WATERBURY, COMM.
LOUISVILLE, ET.
YONKERS, N. Y.
MANHATTAN, N. Y.
% r""'.77,
MANCHESTER, VA.
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LIFE,
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STEAM BOILER,
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PLATE GLASS
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MANNING UAW, M. D.
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Put some aide for possible sickness or
misfortune. The man or woman who has
a little money saved is the one wno is
in a position to open the door when opportunity knocks. We welcome small
accounts. Start one today.

Oro L Well & Co

ALBEN W. BARKLEY,

•

Don't Spend Hit
Tour earning 6

FOR FURTHER PAR!
TICULARS APPLY TO

R. M. Prather
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WHITTEMORE'

Warevlons Warmth and Depth Ige.rle
the Landscapes of That
Country.
-—
The crov,i-ng glory of a Syrian land'cape, however, is its brilliant coloring.
Before I left America it seemed to in.
that the vivid tiuts of Tissors pictures
must be exaggerated, but they fall short
of the reality, says the World To-day. Of
course, no artist can hope to reproduce
the marvelous warmth and depth of the
oolors In an eastern landscape, or to
imitate the vague, eoft hues that are so
clusracteristic of the Syrian atmosphere;
but it would be almost anpmpossible for
him to find tints that were overbright or
to arrange them in an order too daring
to be matched by the Syrian sun.
very nielts Fe full of color. The
.
brilliant that it is easy
,..ti a
bock; and, even on a
moonless n:ght, and in the wilderness,
rar from any city's glare, the starlight
has been so bright that I could see the
second hand of my watch and could find
quite a distinct shadow cast by Japitet%
A moonlit scene at home gives only the
Impression of light spots and dark
spots; everything is black or white or
gray, but here in Syria the moonlight
shows all the colors of the rainbow. nth
green of the trees and grain, the red of
the tile roofs, the blue of sea and Ilk/,
and the white of the distant mountains
are softer and more delicate, but bardly less distinct, one from another, than
TO the sunlight
Bat the sunset colors are the best n1
all, especially where the moentzl
come close to the see. I hesitate to «el
part Beirut with Naples; yet we bnv e as
dear skies here, the sweep of the bay
much the same, and, instead of strolsy
Vesuvius, there is the splendid range of
Lebanon. eulminating in Jebel 131111n ta.
almost twice as high as the Italian
mountain, and for half the year crowned
with dazzling snow.

YOUNG MAN FROM JAPAN,

,The other day, at a railroad station
• Japanese young man was noticed
among several Americans, who wen
eating, that is, bolting, their food by
FRATERNITY BUILDING TELE- Jerks. He knew but few words of Eng
lish, but managed to calf for some
PHONES 835.
oysters and coffee. He ate and drank
with most exquisite mariners, and ato
tracted much attention by his frequent
$300, new house, Vaughans addi- use of "I beg your pardon." When h,
tion Mechanicsburg, near big Mills; wanted the pepper, upon reaching frill
40 ft. rot rents for $60 per year or 20 It, he said in a sweet voice to the man!
per cent gross on the inves,ment before whom he had to pass his arm:1
anyone with $300 to invest would do "I be yo..; pardon." One coarse fellow, !..o bat with his hat tilted over
well to take this.
/W. Tin
one eie, a-rprtsed even himself by
$600, twenty west end lots South of ;oishlee the plate of crackers toward
Norton street and between 26th and tue pole little Japanese without even
29th strtets, some lots irregular shape being asked. He did not look up, as
and some low, brook runs through If ashamed of being caught in the
corner about four acres, all for $600, act.
CAIRO, ILLINOIS.
Conversing afterward with the young
$2oo cash balance i and 2 years, make
Thursday, May 3oth.. Special
some one a good home place with man from Japan he admitted that he
knew less than 100 words of our lanexcursion train heaves Paducah at
garden.
I beg your pardon, thank you
guage.
goo a. m.-round trip $1.00; re$soo, we have a Ford Automobile If you please and you are very kind
turning, leave Cairo zo:oo p. m.,
that would_exchange for realestate, were phrases he cou1s1 speak very dissame date.
Foreman Bros. electricians can tell tinctly, and by means of them made
you all about this machine; we would his way wherever he went
Politeness costs nothing and is this
- RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. •
a bargain, all cash price.
prtssport to every good in life. It never
Round trip $16.80.. Special
$2,000, two story, 6-room house on fails to bring returrie. This lap wag
train will leave Paducah about
the easy monthly payment plan, $too enlike a little American girl I know,
carrying
cash balance $15 per month,6 per cent aged five.
28th,
May
noon,
Recently her father brought home •
interest, west end 28th street, between
derorugh sleepers to Richmond,
Jackson street and Watt's Boulevard anthorous book, teaching politeness *
account Confederate Reunion.
wes side of 28th stceet, 6o ft. lot. showing the shockingly bad manners
Faces Hughes Park. Good home buy- of a family of children.
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
"flidna," he said,"I bore these funny
ing opportunity for some one wanting
pictures
and stories will belt you to be
out
just
payments
Jockey
good home on easy
Account Spring meeting
snore polite."
city
the
side
6th,
Club, $6.95 round.rip, May
"It's of no use, paps. It will take
,.z.-.
-L......ma."ssaggsgwtee
--than a book to teach me man
more
returning May 7th; 8.95 round
North
Say, easy payment lots on the
side addition just west of Oak Grove, oars. You can't teach an old dog nest
trip May 4th, good returning
$10 cash, balance $t per month. Good tricks."
June Oh: May 5-11-18.23-35 and
need
two
RUSSIAN PARISH PRIEST. way to save money whether you each.
MORAL VIEW OF "TIPS."
s9, June z-5 and 8th, limit
a lot or ,not. Corner lots, $yo
when
days.
flow He Is Regarded by Peasants No interest if payment made
Philosophical. Essay Distributed es
due .
Over Whom He Wields
/
the Guests of a Suntmer
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
Power.
Hotel.
ao farm on the monthly payment
April 19th to November 3otb-15
land,
hill
and
creek
of
acres
y
"Our priest," says the young Russian pi-n,
At one of the summer resorts where
days-$23.75. Coach excursions
peasant, who, through the mouth of out of the Koerner Tennessee river hotel life comes very near being robbed
Ernest Poole, in Everybody's, describes farm in Marshall county, about four of all its terrors, the following circulzu
on special dates-$z8.00 every
The Night That Made Me a Revolu- miles below Birmingham, Ky. No is given to the guests:
Tuesday, limit zo days.
tionist," "bad been the priest to our river front. No buildings. No clearTips and fees: The evils and annoy
grandfather. All of us children, and ed land timber alone will be worth lances of this custom are generally con
even our mother 40 years before, had the whole amount by the time the ceded. Tips are given for one or more
been baptized by him. He was a till, land is paid for Buy this and have ast•the following reasons:
thin, hard-eyed old man, In a black the farm ready for you when you are
C418t0111, which 113 mere imitation.
Iowa; he had a long beard and stiff locks ready for it.
Pear of being thought mean, which
of gray hair down over his shoulders;
Is cowardice.
Isis bony face was always tight and • $soo new Mechanicsburg two-room
Desire to be thought generous, which
stern: his eyes were dull; his deep voice house near Yeiser avenue and Mill Is vanity.
ffice.
balance
.0
Ticket
was
slow
and never had a glad sound street o ft. lot, well, $so cash
Agent City
Desire to help the poor, which is
le it He had no friends, bat just rode $6.00 per month 6 per cent interest. charity.
Fifth and Broadway.
along the mountain roads alone; all of House rents for $soo per month Buy
Desirsefor some favor Inconsistent
as children, and even the old people, it and tenant will nearly pay for it with
full justice to others, which is
were afraid of him.
for you.
bribery.
"One., when I was very small, I was
Because, in some places no reasondriving a goat, with my little sister on
$600 Seven Mechanicsburg ao ft. able service can be boo without
Agent Union Depot.
tiphis back. The old goat was so solems lots, $50 cash and $to per month buys
ping, which is • "hold-up" by serthat some rich, fat merchants drtelag all of them. You can by accepting
vants. Because some extra servioe is
by stopped and laughed. The priest was. this proposition be buying seven lot,
with them. When they laughed he, WO, for only ;to per month. No trouble wished, not covered by the price paid,
whic'h is commendable desire to pay
tried to smile kindly at us. That was
save up $to per month and own
received.
foroall
the only time I ever saw him try, said Wise Iota.
Appreciation of satisfactory service
Attorney-at-Law.
the smile was lust a grlu, with no life
$L000 Lot Smug) ft to alley north already rendenred, or of personal Ilk
Room 5, Columbia Building. In it. There was an old story that him
wife had not been afraid aad had side of Trimble street, between 9th ing, which is generosity and good will
Our employes have been selected as
PADUCAH, KY..
bossed him, but even she got worn out and Toth. Half cash. Good neighborand unwilling to put
self-respecting
and ran away. He never opened klif hood Brick walk car line.
Old Phone 1992.
themselves in the place of ordinary
mouth except for two things. Zahn
of gronnd between hotel servants. They are neither ol>
Acre
be evoke to God, chanting prayers and ...too
and Jefferson street. lects of charity nor social brigands.
road
Hinkleville
masses, or else he spoke to the peasants,
From the first live motives our
Half cash.imnimi.limmum••••
growling: 'Pay, pay.'"
im1011...411116.06.
should be free, and from the
presto
ROYER,
ADRLiff
DR.
Rim Five acres level land covered sixth motive our employee are free. II
MEN WHO WEAR SK1RT$. with trees on Hinkleville rodd Just prompted by the last two, all should
Office, 112 1-2 South Fifth.
East of C. C. I.ee's country home, be willing to accpt the plan, carefully
In the Orient Wearing of Trousers Is One-third cash. Ta three years a lOt
Old Phone, Office, 175.
matured after ten years' experieece, to
the Reception Instead of
out of this land will be worth as much pay for extras in the regular bills and
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
.
the Rule.
as an acre now.
to reward for specially meritorioui
service
only at the end of visits.
If there Is one titter presumably cer$1,250 20 acres, house, land, nearly
tain on this earth. In tne opinion of most all cleared. Olivet church road, five
DR. W. C. ETJBANKS,
MAGNIFICENT AND COSTLY.
of us, It is that skirre are essentially miles from Paducah. Cheap at the
(Homeopath ist.)
feminine, and that the special feature price. All cash. No discount.
Beds of Monarchs That Were Worth
••
of masculine attire is a bifurcated garOffice 306 Broadway, Phone 120.
Enough to Enrich OrdinPaducah.
to
close
acres
123
$7,400
ment. But nothing Is flarther from the
Residence, 8zo Broadway, Phone recl
ary Mortals.
cutting
truth. affirms the Duffel(' Commercial, Handsome profit be made by
whicp proceeds to prove what it asserts. this land up in small tracts %f from
While a certain New York hotel
To this day the majOrity of the male ele- one acre 'up. One third cash. Will )oasts
a bed costing $10,000, this is by
C.
ment of' the human race, so far as it bear the closes! investigatime Near no
means the record holder, for then
man
The
skirted.
Is
all.
at
clothes
wears
Benton road.
Office 1707 Meyers Street
are instances of beds far more cost
or woman who goes east will see skirted
street lot. North side ly, states the Herald, of that city.
Jefferson
50
Cashmeres,
9
$
everywhere--Arabs,
men
Telephone 377.
The most magnificent of all was that
Burmans. Chinese. Japagese, tthween t3th and 14th streets. so ft.
Kentucky. Par:labs.
Jefferson
presented
the then czar of Russia co
Paducah, : :
on
price
,the
at
Malays, to mention only •few. "The Only loti
the shah of Persia some 70 years ago
troueers of the western world, though street, east of Fountain avenue.
Possibly appreciating the application
seem to the untraveled eye as fixed
$3504 Maifieid road, o ft. 'lots, to the Russian ruler of the quotation
A. S. DABNEY, DE/MST, they
and unalterable as the Pyramids, are but
lust west di Metzer addition. Five that "Uneasy lies the head that wears
a passing fashion in the history of male
Trueheart Building.
lots , 10 minutes from J. C. shops a crown," the shah presented a bed
attire." says a writer in the Boston
line, $25 cash, balance made of crystal, ornamented with sil
511-R.
Telephone
Transcript. The fashions of the east and new car
Lots in swe add1tion, Ter. It was cut from a solid block
month,
per
$10
ever
are
west
the
of
theme
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY. endure, while
Mayfield road, from and in addition to being provided with
the
little
off
a
changing. That is true. Yet the bifurjo each.
steps of blue glass, was furnished with
extol garment-the forked radish style $reo to Pe
a fountain that through the night
progressive
the
to
itself
-commends
ft.
4ce160
D.,
M.
street,
BLYTHE,
Harrison
VERNON
$400
Japanese of to-day. Men who do thing' lots,• North side, between 13th sand threw streams or scarfed water int(
the air.
in war, athletics and business in these 14th.
Office 525 1-2 Broadway.
• $5h each, .balance $5 per
Not so costly was one built in Born
lily* cannot wear skirts, blankets or
or
Phones: Office 870; Res. 279. ktmonas. When the western awe month. Good "Colored settleinent
bay for a native ruler some years ago
place for rentinf houses."
/sod which Is still in use. At the four
PADUCAH, KY.
cease to bustle and sit down to meditate
they may diseard troasers and revert is
4150 Rowlandtown, so ft. lots, ;to corners were full-size figures of Careers&
the ancient *rental styles.
cash, balance $5 per month, some at maidens, the ones at the top holding
stringed instruments, while those at
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
$soo.
the foot bore In their hands huge fans,
All Navies Growing Larger.
southExtending the full length of the bed
street,
$4,500 Jefferson
Lawyer.
About half a century ago England
street. Lct 60x173' was a music box eapable of Waylay
orner
t
tsth
east
of
took
one
of
of
fleet
the
notice
courts
only.
all
in
Will practice
French. Now things have chewed. Most desirable place to build. double ter half an hour before the repertoire
Kentucky.
room Of tgee was exhausted.
Japan has revealed her naval power: or 'apartment house. Fine
The weight of the body set thii
Italy has, a fairly good navy! Wilhelm modern house built in the rear of the
box in motion, while at the same
music
Floor
shutered.
storm
dlouse,
lot.
1. rules over Germany and has anatm. Inktantaneotts heater in time the figures at the head of firth her
in
the
that
wel•
nounced
future
s
coentry
Ed P. Farley, M. D. C.
fingered the strings of their instru
this place.
R. F. Fisher, 14. D. C. (are must be sough. for on the seas: bath. Half cash buys
meats, while those at the foot waves
to
wish
the
States
United
have
ue
PARLEY & FISHER.
$1,700 Harahan boulevard, so ft. lot, their fans, a concealed motor furnish
and
on
ocean
the
is
rivals
Russia
,
be
Veitierinaey Surgeons and Dentists.
Northwest corner of Monroe. Fine tag the power that kept the fans go
Office and Hoepital, eao South Third ginning to respond her fleet.
lot on which to build. desirable home. lag all night long.
St., Paducah, Ky.
Sewer, sidewalks, concrete street.
Fat, Nasty Part.
OH Phone 1345. New phone jp.
The &abseils Substitute.
"Huzzal" cried the first old man, Waif casit.
Residence, old phone ISO.
"What in the werld do you want wit)
smoothing the near sealskin cuff of hie
$500 Broadway, so ft. lot, North side a phonograph?.
overcoat. "I have a. part that sults me between 25th and 26 th streets. One"Oh, you see, I'm a creature of habit
perfectly as last."
1 started recently to shave myself."
fourth ,cash.
"WItat is it?" asked the asoond
"Well?"
3. M. ION= l4i •
ttelivy
$ttoo Fountain avenue lot, North"But I find•I can't concentrate my
"ft if rte part-of-a-reciess, and Is- west comer of Lang Park h s-most Ibiter on the lob unless accompanist
Defter In 'Mgt-Grit-de IT
• the ;wont get I bars to cook and oaf desirable lot on which to4build home. bye steady flow of horse, baseball and
Pianos and Organs
I a meer of mill buckwheat takes and Lang Park will soon be very attrac- Pugilistic talk."—LoulavlUe Osarier
snusage."--iit. „Loots 010W-Datileitra&r t'Vr. One-third cash.
612 Broadway
Paducah, Kr,
Old Ilene tz,3-r
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Lovett is here from Benton.
returned
has
Mr. Harry Atkins
from a drumming trip through Ar- FINISH THIS AFTERNOON BETWEEN KENTUCKY AND
kansas and Msouri for the Rieke
111111.1111111WASHINGTON.
goods house.
dry
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Mr. Clarence Ellithorpe is visiting
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from Oklahoma.
here
is both refreshing and nuturMr. B. A. McNeilly of Corinth, Railroad Tracks on Broadway Will
ions. You'll like, the way we
Miss., is visiting his sister, Mrs.
•
Not be Shifted Over to One
mix 'em.
John U. Robin-Son.
Moment.
Last
Until
Side
Mesdames Edwart Yardwood and
Margaret Barkett of Evansville are
visiting Mrs. George Weikel.
The contructors have their men
Mrs. W. H. Pool of South Sixth
at work laying the stone surbing
in
now
paents
her
visit
to
went
yesterday
South First street, and this
along
Stuart county, Tenn.
curb undertaking will be completed
Miss tetha Puryear went yesterthis afternoon on bot.h sides of First
day to Jackson, Tenn., to visit.
are
between Washington and Kentucky
wife
- Mr. H. R. Robertson and
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while the coming Monday
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s
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visiting in
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HERE
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FOR
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then
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WILL
Starr
NOT
ONLY
FURTHER HIS QWN INTERDr. Milam and Miss Mary
street where the paving brick will
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laid for the entire two blocks.
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Iltkois Central railroad has
.
yesterday
Chicago
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tracks
from
its
moving
finished
children
and
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Mrs. J. R. CrossIgy
MAW. GARMENTS
of the thoroughfare from
of Mayfield have gone home after middle
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MANY
OTHER
S
STORE ASK POR INFERIOR MADE CLOTHEM-AMADE NOWANTED—Furniture and stoves. visiting Mesdames Joseph Marre and Washington down to a very, short
distance from Broadway, and when
BODY KNOWS WHERE OR BY/WHOM.
Williams & Peal 305 S. 3d St. New C. 0. Griffin.
the brick is started
phone sor-a.
Mr. Ben Griffin yesterday returned work of placing
THIS IS YOUR STORK, NIL UNION MAN.
the rails and ties
of
r
remainde
to
the
school
from his Hvpkinsville
side
East
the
to
over
will be moved
ROBT. CARLTON, piano tuner, spend the summer vacation.
and of the thoroughfare. They let the
Winfrey
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old phone 317.
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ation around the
transport
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Arch
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railing. B. care Register..
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thing, this being put off until
last
the
Third
South
All conveniences. 837 and Mrs. K. C. Rose of
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street.
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and
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Mr.
Here are a few don'ts for tourists:
returned from attending the JamesDon't, if you go abroad' this sumon.
Expositi
"JOHNNIE ON THE SPOT"— town
retake huge trunks with you.sFormer,
Male
.de
Colonel Victor Van
Messenger service, operated in con:.
g eigner's luggage is but half the size
drummin
a
from
yesterday
turned
tection with the Charity Club. Tele14
of ours, and Americans are conIllinois.
phone No 629, 307 Kentucky avenue. trip through
demned abroad for their cruelly
Commercial work a specialty. Jap
heavy boxes, which have been known
rw
Revised.
Toner, Manager.
to cripple porters for life. Two
(From Life.)
small
trunks are far more convenient
Jacob Riis, the Boswell of the ad- than one monster.
IIIMIMMWMe
FOR RENT—On July 1st, the Pad a revised
give tips on the voyage
'Don't
ducah Wagon Works building. Ma- ministration, has announce
DuBois version of the three Roosevelt max- more than you -can afford. You need
chinery complete. L.
ims which are said 10 be the guiding give no steward more than U545—
Sons Co.
principles of our beloved president's the regulation tip for the two men,
Bargains in second-hand upright career. Of those we note the first one in the dining room and o)re in
pianos, some nearly new, cash or pay- and third as relating more particular- the stateroom, who are your pripipal
ac. -4
ments. 'Phone 'ova. W. T. Miller ly to the Roosevelt springs of
•
attendants.
What you pay out for car fare would soon pay for a whet.-...
tion:
leave your evening clothes
Don't
& Bro.
••
Be prepared for every- at home. Evening dress is invariably
I Be ready.
byour easy terms. The
WANTED — Unfurnished room, thing that may occur.
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London,
in
theater
worn at the
14
with or without board, by young
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ENOUG
ahead.
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married couple. Address
and having done so go
not in evening dress are refused adBY JERSEY CAMP TO
care Illinois Central railroad master
Mr. Riis is surely in a position to mittance. Furthermore, it is deemI.
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ed extremely slbvenly not to driest
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Are the best, that can be produced. 5151)4,) up- Old wbeets.
for us to compare the somewha
for dinner.
. WANTED FOR U.. S. .ARMY— flated literary form of the foregoing
in exchange.
Don't think when you dine at the
Able-boded unmarried men between precepts with the originality and Ritz or the Carlton that you are get- The Ceremonies Start at 3 O'clock
Our repel- department in charge of experts. Creepest Immo
Tomorrow Afternoon, and
ages of 21 and 35, citizens of Utkited crispness of the Essays and Address- ting the best French cooking. That
in
tOwn for Tires. Pumps, Saddles. etc. Rerneinber the.plsati
been
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s
Messrs. Cross and BarkStates, of good character and #em- es. 'But if we ourselve
is got in the small, quiet and inexworking
.the
interpret
Speak.
Will
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called
perste habits, who can speak, read
pensive Paris restaurants--Paillard's,
executive we the Cafe Anglais, the Cafe Riche.
and write English. For information philosophy of the chief
bave thus unlimDon't forget a cabin trunk. It is
apply to Recruiting Officer, New would, at a venturep
and Gatling guns the only kind admitted into the
Maxims
the
bered
Ky.
•
Arrangements have been completPaducah,
House,
Richmond
of speech:
stateroom, as it will slip under the ed by Jersey camp. Vs'oottmen of the
126-rall North Fifth street, Net to Kentucky Asellibt
Make haste strenuoualy.
berth,
World, to carry at least too of their
i
;
right
tittii
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you're
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Go aheada then be ,stsre
Don't omit afternoon tea, for with brethren and the ladies of the two
Leap before you look.
at i o'clock, and. dinner at circles, Evergreen and Magnolia, our
luncheon
U
THE RIVER NEWS. a C.onsciencd <loth make. mollycod- 8 o'clock, it is a oeeesaity abroad.
to Florence „Station tomorrow for
dles of us all.
Don't forget to .put your shoes purpose of participating in the cereit it it it it it U It it it IS ti it Li it
When angry count a hundred -- outside your door very night.'You'll monies, during which tIte lodge of
though you count by tens.
find them beautifully polished -in the that village will unveil the monument
Trust in tbe Lord and oil /our morning.
aftervpop at 5 o'clock the
erected at, the grave of the late Mr.
'Wader fiEtrfuelty leaves for the shooting irons.
Don't, if you're a man, buy men's Joseph' Wailer, who was a valued
All men are somewhat disposed to things anywhere but in Loudon.. affiliate dnring life.
Tennessee river. She comeo bick
prevarication.
next Thursday night.
Boots, coats, cigarettes, guns, pipes. The Jersey camp has secured a
But for Katy Writing. Qualityv and Style BERLINS. RALTIETE
The Reuben Dunbar leaves Nash
large wagon, which will be at their
linen—London leads the world. •
streets
wobuy
h
woman,
Elizabet
NERY is "pironoustalle' by instant users se $1M,PERa
and
ville today, gets nere tomorrow and
if
Third
STATIO
you're
Don't,
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hall
Abroad.
'The American
. leaves Monday for Clarksville.
men's things anywhere but in Paris. tomorrow' morning at to o'clock.
(Philadelphia Ledger.)
FECT, MADE IN ALL Snag FOR ALL PURPOSES. Vire are
At eight o'clock this morning the
A Western congressman who goes Jewels, gowns, hats, furs, cosmetics, 'Mt, are uzged to be on hanci, as the
also showing this paper dila,- est own brand in ,p?uriii. Radiates.
owlet' gets away for Cairo and abroad each year tells of the militant lingerie—Paris has the best.
4""ijwle
vehicles will not 'Waitafter that hour
roll sheets paper, sac, so,sovisilopes to match. ass, In Iva goods.
<Mlles back tonight about o'clock. republicanism of an American he met
Don't forget you are only allowed kir anybody. The trip will be made
With latest Opera Flap 110111131113 at 33c box.
The Joe Fowler went to Cairo yes- ie Brussels last summer. This man, to bring home free Poo worth of overland, the delegation exepecting
•
terday and comes back tomorrow.
to reach there by noon, at which
it appears, was a merchant' in a purchases.
The John S. Hopkins comes in to- small town ofindiana. One morning
Don't smuggle.
time they will take dinner. Tihe
veiling enercises start at 3 o'clock in
41We'llegl.`Evagsville and departs at they were outtfor a, ride, and as they
one on her return. She comes back passed through the gates of a public
afternoon, and.two of the restores
beers,
the
bottled
Budweiser, king of
*ant Tue/sday.
park their equipage passed that of in family' size cases of two dozen, will be addresses by Judge David
'The Georgia Lee goes down today King `Leopold, which was leaving the bottles to the case, delivered to any Cross and County Attorney Allien
bound ,irotn Cincinnati to Memphis. park.
At, Harbour% Departabiabt, Stove
part of the city on short notice. An- W. Barkley of this city.
conThe Peters Lee gets to Cincinnati
the
The Florence Station lodge meets
custom,
the
g
Followin
heuser-Busch Brewing Association
r that we show a most *sizable, selection of late.
remembe
Please
next Tuesday and leaves there Wed- gressman, as did nearly every one Branch; both phones 112. J. H. at its ball and marches in a body to
at est prices.
s
music
new
Jackson'
novels
and
g
nesday, getting here the followin else nearby except the ‘imerchant Steffen, manager.
the cemetery, headed by
hand, which fias been secured to furSaturday bound down for Memphis. from Indiana, lifted his hat whereThe city of, Saltillo should leave upon the democratic Leopold also
pen_.tr.
musk for the ocasion
—Dr. Johnson Bass, the pphysician, nish
St Louis today and get here Mon- lifted his hat and bowed and smiled.
y to his residence at
moved
yesterda
day morning bound for the Tennes- Thf merchant sat bolt upright lookThe value of the India rutiber imLone Oalc, after spew:lin% several
see river,
ing straight ahead.
ported into the United States during
the city.
in
years
•
The City of Savannah should pass
"know who that is?" asked the
the last year in the crude form atout of the Tennessee river tomorrow coit'gressman of he merchant.
Jim Duffey debuted for the gregated $50,000,000. • Brazil is the
The
-bound hack to St. Louis.
"Yes. T. recognized him, from his Tennessee river yesterday after ties. chief source of supply.
issomm
pictures. It's King Leopold."
"Then why did you not bow to
him as I did?"
The merchant fom Indiana stiffened in his seat and squared his shoulders:
"I don't bow to no kings," he said.
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• WANTED—A boy to drive our
delivery wagon. L. B. Ogilvie & Co.

Pharmacist
'7th & Jackson

A woman doesn't have to mind
what her 'neighbors say if her husband is a millionaire.
The harder a man tries to dodge
his duty the more he brags afterwards about how he lives to do it.
A woman enjoys a play unless it's
so interesting she can't study what
everybody in the house is wearing.—
New York Press.

St

PHONE 254
GENUINE
RADEW ATER

COAL

R.EAL
PITTSBURG

West Kentucky Coal
ritcORPaitATIM.
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The towboat J. T. Hadison from
the Cumberland filier, watt pulled out
on the marine ways yesterday for re-
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Office and Elevator 2nd eit Ohio
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